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Marsela Allmuca  

Department of Social Work and Social Policy, University of Tirana (Albania) 

allmucamarsela@gmail.com   

The situation of perpetrators program in Albania on addressing gender-based violence 

from men’s side 

Despite progressive measures introduced in Albanian laws and policies to address and end 

violence against women and girls, prevalence rates are still high. According to the latest survey 

of INSTAT (2018), 1 out of 2 or 52.9% of women aged 18-74 ‘ever’ experienced one or more of 

the five different types of violence during their lifetime. More specifically, 47.0% of women 

‘ever’ experienced intimate partner domestic violence, and 65.8% of women ‘ever’ experienced 

dating violence. 12.6% ‘ever’ experienced stalking. More worryingly, women rarely report 

incidents of violence to the relevant authorities. In 2021, there were 5,312 reported cases and 

4,701 reported GBV cases for the same period in 2020 and 2,785 cases are reported for the 

period January - June 2022. This persistent rising trend of reported cases reaffirms that DV 

violence remains an alarming phenomenon in Albania. In the same time the number of 

criminally prosecuted cases during 2021 is an encouraging indicator of state institutions 

commitment to bring perpetrators to justice.  

Gender-transformative approaches have been identified as an essential measure for a more 

equal distribution of power in gender relations and as a key to reduced gender-based violence 

(Greene & Levack, 2010). Counseling work with perpetrators of violence addresses men who 

are used to expressing their feelings of powerlessness and helplessness by using violence, and 

who consider their violent behavior legitimate. It addresses men who have internalized the 

dominant values and norms as a reflection of their cultural and societal embeddedness (Chant 

and Gutmann, 2000, p. 1). 

In Albania, programs for the treatment of abusers are relatively new and have been offered 

since 2014 by civil society organizations and only in 2020 they have been integrated as legal 

obligations that derive from the obligations of the Istanbul Convention and the suggestions of 

the Grevio committee of experts. 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the situation of perpetrators program in Albania and their 

role in addressing Gender based violence through a gender transformative approach. The 

methodology is qualitative based in available secondary data in this field. Referring the 

available data for perpetrators in the Western Balkans and Albania are limited, in terms of the 

current ways of enrolling in the programs as well as the accessibility of the programs for 

different types of clients. Specific programs for sex offenders, as outlined in Article 16 of the 

Istanbul Convention, also do not exist. There is no specific approach or program for other types 

of perpetrators, such as child sexual abusers, violent women/girls and perpetrators in other 

domestic violence relationships. Albania has done little in terms of guaranteeing the quality of 

work with abusers, as there are still no approved standards offered for this type of service. Also, 

the main shortcomings for Albania have been identified in program accessibility, as well as the 

need for some improvements in the way the programs are implemented in practice. 

Keywords: gender-based violence, perpetrators program, situation, challenges, opportunities 
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Veronika  Aresta 

Department of Social Work, Charles University in Prague (Czech Republic) 

fronkova.veronika@gmail.com  

Social housing as a tool for improving the quality of life of people with limited access to the 

housing market 

The topic of providing housing and access to it is the subject of research for many scientific 

disciplines. It is a multidisciplinary topic, it enters into defining the very meaning and role of 

social work when working in the field of social exclusion. Housing exhibits several 

characteristics that predict that there is a certain group of residents who, for example, cannot 

secure their own housing and are thus dependent on rented housing. Provision of rental 

housing is still not very flexible and tenants have little influence over the expenses they have 

to pay for housing (Lux, 2002). Barriers to access to the housing market are most often related 

to the financial inaccessibility of housing and discrimination in the housing market for ethnic 

or other reasons. Discrimination is an increasingly important topic, and even households 

without social disadvantages encounter it. Social housing is housing provided to people in 

housing need or at immediate risk of housing need.   

The project responds to the neglected qualitative level of investigating the impact of housing 

(the mentioned evaluation studies are based on quantitative methodology) on occupied 

households, which comes from various forms of substandard housing. The theoretical 

framework of the work is based on the causal concept, where it offers the reader an insight into 

several explanatory schemes that explain the causes of certain phenomena and predict the 

future state. In the theoretical part, I work with sociological theories connected with the 

emergence of inequalities in society, homelessness, ethnographic research on the effects of 

homelessness on the lives of individuals is also included, the capability approach as an essential 

element of the theory of expectations, reflexivity in social work, approaches and roles of social 

workers is brought closer. The work will also include a chapter on evaluation tools of social 

programs. 

The aim of the dissertation is to evaluate the process of housing clients of social housing 

through the concept of expectations. The concept of expectations is used as a complex 

evaluation tool with several levels (psychology, social work, sociology) that focus on different 

target groups of research participants (social housing clients, social workers). The complexity 

of the evaluation is ensured by evaluating the micro, mezzo and macro levels. These levels are 

monitored within several studies. The comparison of data from all studies will provide an 

innovative interpretation of the same social reality of housing through the eyes of multiple 

actors. The data comes from participants in the recently adapted social housing system, which 

has so far offered stable standard apartments to almost 70 households. 

Grounded theory techniques are used when working with data. The first micro level of 

expectations is evaluated in the form of a paradigmatic model based on the analysis of 

interviews with residents of social housing. Additional levels are under development. A partial 

goal is to determine whether the proposed concept of expectations as a comprehensive 

evaluation tool is suitable for use in the social housing program and subsequently to propose 

its simplification as an evaluation qualitative tool for the evaluation of local housing systems 

of local actors. 
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Alexander Böttcher  

University of Innsbruck (Germany) 

alexander.boettcher@student.uibk.ac.at  

Measures of integration and processes of mediation.A postmigrant view on the practices and 

positionings of participants of language courses and organizations of civil society.   

"In political and public discourse and within the scientific field of migration, especially in 

German speaking countries, “integration” of migrants is being considered as very important. 

Integration oftentimes is understood as a way of enabling opportunities of participation. 

However, a more dominant and narrow interpretation of the term considers integration as a 

way to make migrants “adapt” to a dominant-understood culture or society with its respective 

values and skills (e.g. Koch 2018). Learning German is described as a key element of 

integrating into German society (e.g. Esser 2006). As a result, there has been an 

implementation of state-funded German courses over the last two decades, which are 

conducted by organizations of civil society (e.g. Schuller et al. 2011). 

Organizations constituted by people that share a biography of migration (be it individually or 

familial) have been looked at in a deficit-oriented and paternalistic way for decades (Klie 2018). 

Following the dominant integration discourse it was argued that too many non-German people 

living and working together could hinder themselves of integrating properly 

(Thränhardt/Weiss 2005). Only for the last few years, this type of organization started to get 

more recognition (Priemer et al. 2017). These organizations also started to host German 

courses for the last years. Which means that they take part in the process of integrating 

migrants. But this can also mean, as argued before, that they might reproduce a sometimes-

narrow understanding of integration. What might seem like a contradiction, could be 

analyzed through the perspective of a postmigrant society (Foroutan 2019) or postmigrant 

generation (Ohnmacht/Yıldız 2021). In this context this might mean: the still dominant 

differentiation between “natives” and “migrants” is losing its analytical grip to understand 

what is socially happening. Therefore, a perspective that focusses on society, instead of an idea 

of research that constructs individuals as “migrant objects”, is necessary.  

Following this theoretical framework the study will be accompanied by questions such as:  

“How do organizations and participants of German courses deal practically with this measure 

of integration? How do they evaluate it personally? And how do they position themselves?” 

Considering that there is a research gap in this particular field, the study will make use of the 

methodology of Grounded Theory (e.g. Clarke et al 2016).  The method will be used to analyze 

the data which has been obtained in a twofold way: Firstly, by conducting interviews (Schütze 

1983; Witzel 1985) with people representing the above-mentioned type of organization, as well 

as participants of German courses. The interviews will focus on asking for respective motives 

and positioning of this type of integration measures. 

Secondly, by undertaking observations (Knoblauch 2001) in those courses, verbally gained 

data might be compared to actual practices. The study aims to put the perspectives of 

individuals into a societal framework and to create knowledge which might be helpful for social 

work, counseling and adult learning.  
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Tanja Buda  

University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Work (Slovenia) 

tanja.buda@fsd.uni-lj.si  

The development of moralizing discourse in social work in socialist Slovenia between the 

1960s and 1980s  

"Social work as it developed in Slovenia in the 1960s was designed as the implementation of 

state social policy. Although there was a two-year school of social work, in practice social 

workers were often left to their own moral judgment when working with single mothers, as 

there were no professional ethical standards coupled with poor theoretical knowledge. 

Following the end of World War II, the Yugoslav authorities equalized the rights of children 

born within and without wedlock; since 1975, non- married partnerships were made equal with 

married parnters. In addition, a number of laws and social policies were enacted to improve 

the situation of single mothers. Therefore, what I wish to clarify is: in what ways, and to what 

extent, did the moral discourse on single mothers in social work deviate from explicit socialist 

ideals? 

This paper is based on the examination of 12 diploma works written by social work students 

during the years between the 1960s and 1990s on the topic of single mothers in order to shed 

light on the relevant social work principles that the professors bestowed upon their students; 

the state social policies on which social workers based their work; and the practice of social 

workers employed in social welfare. 

The analysis shows that the moral discourse of social workers has changed significantly during 

the three decades. Contrary to expectations, their stance was markedly less moralizing in the 

1960s than during the 1990s. Early in this period, social workers concerned themselves with 

poor economic conditions of single mothers and criticized the society that failed to provide for 

them, so they often resorted to placing the children in foster care. During the 1970s, as the 

economic situation improved, the moralizing intensified considerably. Social workers were 

emphasizing the importance of a two-parent family (father and mother) and focused on the 

shortcomings of what they called ""incomplete families."" By the 1980s, the dominant 

discourse in social work was based on the notion that for ""normal development,""a child both 

a father and a mother. In this sense, the discourse of social work contrasted sharply with the 

explicit ideology of the socialist regime which did not interfere in private decisions but sought 

to improve the situation of single mothers objectively, materially and legally. The reasons for 

the aggravation of moral discourse among social workers can be attributed to larger factors. 

Social work education lasted only two years throughout socialism, social workers did not 

develop ethical and reflective practice, and the psychologization of parenting that emerged in 

the 1980s only intensified moral discourse as social workers focused on the traditional idea of 

the family. However, despite the increase in moral discourse among social workers, more and 

more women opted for single parenting when it finally became part of the family norm in the 

post-socialist era. 
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Dries Cautreels  

Ghent University - Dept. of Social Work & Social Pedagogy (Belgium) 

dries.cautreels@ugent.be   

Shaping a De-Institutionalized Professional. Exploring a socio-spatial professional 

orientation.  

"De-institutionalisation is widely described as a central issue in realising inclusion for people 

with a disability, as can also be seen in the central place de-institutionalisation takes in policies. 

However, interpretations of de-institutionalisation are contested and ambiguous and different 

implementations can be observed and criticized. ‘Institutional logics’ can be decisive in a 

variety of the spatial contexts, thus also in e.g. ‘community-based’ services.  

In my research, I will focus on processes of ‘professionalisation’ in order to reconsider 

‘institutional professional cultures and logics’ as a central theme and conceptualise de-

institutionalised professionalism as a vital prerequisite to realise de-institutionalisation. We 

will thus explore socio-spatial professional orientations in order to define which (kind of, 

conditions to, …) professionalism is vital to realise de-institutionalisation and, thus, disabled 

citizens’ lived citizenship. A socio-spatial professional orientation is brought in through the 

aim to change care, support and organization from an institutionalised to a de-institutionalised 

logic. Through focusing on professionalism, the scope will also be widened to which policy and 

organisational conditions – in structure and in culture – can be distilled to realise de-

institutionalisation. We thus speak of a continuously inter-acting relationship: 'organisations' 

must create conditions for this changing professionalism to be realised, but the effective 

fulfilment of ‘de-institutionalised’ professionalism will also install conditions for and 

contribute fundamentally to (de-institutionalising) policy. 

The research will be conducted by embracing both the perspectives of professionals and 

organisations (from 'frontline' professionals to other functions in organisations) through 

interviews as well as actively involving ‘minor voices’ of disabled people. I will thus collaborate 

with people with (multiple) disabilities and focus deliberately on people who cannot 'claim' 

their own rights, for whom verbality is not a means, or for whom self-reliance (in the classic-

vigorous translation based on 'active citizenship') is a theoretical construct. Participatory 

Action Research will be conducted while using ethnographic research (following both the 

youngsters and the counsellors involved, in different contexts and situations) combined with 

video diaries (inspired by Déligny mentioning video recordings are considered not as a goal in 

themselves but as a possible means of establishing a collaboration/project with these 'minor 

voices') and qualitative interviews. Focus groups will, finally, be installed to discuss the 

findings.  

A reflexive capacity will be fundamental in the research. Firstly: the intention to involve 

oppressed voices (or: vulnerable minorities who are seldom heard) as a starting point is already 

normative and is inspired by my former carrier (working as a director in a organisation 

providing care and support to disabled people) as well as my personal experiences (as a brother 

of uncle Jan). It will also require creativity to realise this collaboration. Secondly, the context 

of the research is normative (sometimes dogmatic). After all, when mentioning ‘inclusion’ 

(where norms and values are often on the foreground) we are confronted with an ableist 

assumption (contrary to, e.g., inter-dependency). The challenge will be how to relate to this. 

Thirdly, by embracing ethnographic research I will be confronted with institutional frames, 

logics, etc. what will challenge me as a researcher when embracing “institutional ethnography”.  
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António Filipe Chambel   

FPCEUC (Portugal)  

afilipechambel@gmail.com   

Transfer of Competence from the State to the Municipalities – The role of Social Work in 

enforcing social protection rights in the Local Governance process in Portugal.  

Society today is at a social turning point, which is reflected in a change in the current paradigm. 

At the same time, with this change, it is imperative to maintain order and social stability, often 

taking the form of a Herculean work. These two social aspects have a very concrete impact on 

the way each citizen identifies himself as an active and participative element of society, at the 

same time that it represents a need for democratic reorganization of a collective whole. 

Giddens (2004) cited by Ferreira (2016: 209) refers that democracy, as a process, is a political 

system in which there are those who govern and those who are governed. But it puts the tone 

of this democracy, in the idea of who is governed, the citizens, they have an active, intervening 

role in the construction of the democratic collectivity. What encloses society as a living system, 

with constant and systematic co-construction by the different levels that compose it. Max 

Weber, referenced by Fernandes (2010: 16), states that politics represents more than power 

for power, but the influencing role of that power in the relationships that are established at 

different social levels, namely between citizens and the State. There is a great impact on social 

relations, in the so-called social state. These new possibilities of relationship that emerges from 

a restructuring of the organic of the states, we verify the existence of two new concepts that 

intersect and intertwine, in a proximity in the life of the states - deconcentration and 

decentralization. (Fernandes, 2010: 101) The first is the phenomenon, now more and more 

present in the life of the Portuguese, of the transfer of skills from a more central level to the 

periphery. There is no reduction in the powers of the central state, but a reorientation of that 

same power, through a process of delegating powers to local representatives 

(municipalities).(Fernandes, 2010:101) In essence, this process is taking place in Portugal, 

which will have to be completed by the year 2021, and which represents a new governance 

model - local governance. Where the burden of government action passes to a level closer to 

the land, to the citizens, where they play a more active role with an active participation in the 

construction and pursuit of the objectives set for the local community. There is an 

incorporation of local institutions in the process of building policies and their application, 

where each citizen has an active voice as a signatory of policies, norms and rules and not just 

an applicator of the norms and rules issued by a central power, ie , by the central state. The 

idea evidenced by the concept of decentralization is more conducive to greater power acquired 

by local structures, to the detriment of the powers of national authorities. (Fernandes, 2010: 

101) This research project then aims to study the process of transferring competences from the 

state to the municipalities, doing so through the study of a means of materializing this policy, 

through which we intend to verify the impact in the different actors involved. The study has a 

mixed methodology and intends to make a holistic reading of the new reality of public policies. 
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Rebecca Conway  

Bielefeld University (Germany) 

rebecca.conway@uni-bielefeld.de  

Utilising the Capability Approach to explore nature-based, social inclusion projects aimed at 

supporting young people in precarious situations.  

"The purpose of this research is to explore the capability approach in nature-based, social 

inclusion projects aimed at supporting young people in precarious situations in Ireland. People 

facing precarity are commonly excluded from society, hindering their ability to actively engage 

in creating a life they find meaningful. This research examines whether young peoples’ 

capabilities are enhanced or not through their involvement in these programmes, particularly 

their capability for voice, by being allowed and encouraged to contribute their concerns, ideas 

and the topics they find meaningful to the programmes. In order to achieve these aims, the 

research utilises the capability approach as the main theory throughout the research when 

collecting, analysing and interpreting the data. The capability approach respects people’s 

powers of self-definition and freedom, and enables the focus of the research to be on the views 

of the young people and the choices they make, and the value they find in the programmes of 

social inclusion from their perspective. Eco-social work is also an important approach for this 

research as it recognises the interconnectedness between human beings and the natural world 

and the importance of nature-based interventions for human development, well-being and 

social inclusion. The methodology follows that of empowerment research in order to highlight 

the voices and experiences of the research participants and to enhance their capability for 

voice.  

Some research questions this study explores are: 1. How do nature-based interventions 

enhance the social inclusion and capabilities of young people in precarious situations? 2. How 

do the young people contribute to, and find meaning in, the projects? 3. To what extent do 

nature-based interventions contribute to enhancing young people’s freedom to lead a life they 

have reason to value? 

This research is exploratory, empirical and takes a mixed qualitative approach, including 

literature reviews, semi-structured personal interviews and ethnographic observations of the 

young people engaging in the projects. Data is collected in collaboration with projects in 

Ireland that focus on nature-based, experiential learning for young people, who gain socially 

and professionally applicable skills through their involvement in such projects. The research 

participants are aged between 15-29 years old, who are currently or have previously faced a 

precarious situation, who are currently or have previously been engaged in such projects and 

who consent to being part of the research process. A limitation of this research is that the 

methodology and findings are hindered by the research being a small-scale individual research 

project undertaken as a partial fulfilment of a broader PhD thesis. The researcher 

acknowledges that this project would be well suited to a participatory action project with 

longitudinal studies of the research participants. Nevertheless, it is expected that the results 

will be beneficial across many disciplines and communities. The importance of this research is 

to gain a deeper understanding of eco-social work practice and the capability approach within 

social work, beyond the walls of academia. The research may also deconstruct and develop new 

capabilities of young people in precarious situations as a result of the data." 
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Femke De Sutter  

Ghent University (Belgium) 

Femke.DeSutter@UGent.be 

The Belgian Silvering Screen: A multi-method research project on ageist discourses and 

representations in Belgian cinema (1945-2022)  

Research on mediated representations of age, old age and audience’s experiences around old 

age is still scarce. Nevertheless, there is a growing number of representations of older people 

in media (cf. film, TV shows, advertisements, etc.). Existing research on ageism frequently 

illuminates the topic from a focus on TV series and news articles. Much less research is done 

on film, despite the medium's wide reach and popularity. Given Belgium's rich film history, 

this project is specifically interested in the complex relationship between older people and the 

representation of ageism in Belgian film throughout history (1945-2022). More specifically, 

this research will (1) quantitatively investigate longitudinal changes in the representation of 

older people in Belgian film history (1945-2022); (2) explore issues of ageist discourses and 

representations through an in-depth qualitative textual analysis of case studies (key films); and 

(3) examine the reception of these films and the experiences of ageist discourses and 

representations among older people over 65. 
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Maxine De Wulf Helskens  

Universiteit Gent (Belgium)  

Maxine.DeWulfHelskens@UGent.be  

Fiction or reality? How audiences make sense of movies and series about journalism: a 

Flemish case study  

Depictions of journalists in fiction movies and series communicate what journalism is, should, 

and could be both for journalists and the public. They aid in discursively constructing 

journalistic roles (Hanitzsch & Vos, 2017), affect the public perception of journalism including 

the credibility and public trust of journalists (Saltzman, 2005; Painter, 2019), and reproduce 

gender, sexual and racial stereotypes in relation to journalism (Ehrlich, 1997; Painter & 

Ferrucci, 2012, 2015, 2017). In an era in which the credibility of journalists and trust in the 

media is diminishing worldwide and the journalistic profession is under transition (Cook, 

Gronke, & Rattliff, 2000; Jones, 2004; McNair, 2011b; Müller, 2013; Nelson, 2019; Reuters 

Institute for the Study of Journalism, 2020) these depictions seem to become even more 

relevant. Therefore, this project aims to uncover how audiences and journalists make sense of 

such fiction movies and series in a Flemish context. It caters to the gaps in existing research 

which include the lack of research into fiction series, the lack of research that combines 

journalism studies and film and media studies, and the lack of non-American research that 

takes into account an intersectional perspective (i.e. taking into account different identity 

characteristics such as gender, sexuality, and race). To do so, it employs both a quantitative 

and qualitative research design including textual analysis, surveys, focus groups, and in- depth 

interviews. 
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Melissa Dierckx  

Ghent University (Belgium)  

melissa.dierckx@ugent.be   

Theorising social cohesion in child and family social work  

"Integrated services in preventive health care and child and family social work have gained 

momentum in policy and practice. Integrated services are perceived as a solution to the 

fragmentation that previously child and family social work and early childhood services 

characterised. Early childhood services are nowadays seen as an effective tool to enhance 

individual and societal outcomes for children and parents. To accomplish this objective, 

researchers prioritize the universal participation of families in early childhood services. 

Improving the quality of and access to early childhood services has become a major policy 

priority in OECD member countries. Through the universal participation of families, early 

childhood services can be sites where a diversity of families come together because of a strong 

commonality: having children or being parents. In this regard early childhood services are 

recognized as potential places to promote encounters and social cohesion. Social cohesion is 

believed to be an antidote to the challenges of macro-economic and societal changes such as 

migration and individualisation. International organisations have pointed to social work and 

child and family social work practices as important actors to foster social cohesion and, in so 

doing, to respond to these challenges. Despite the apparent consensus about the expectations 

for early childhood services, insights into what the promotion of social cohesion could mean 

are limited. Therefore, research is required to (re)build the role of early childhood services as 

places where social cohesion is promoted. 

The main objective of this research is to contribute to the conceptualisation social cohesion in 

relation to child and family social work.  We engage in qualitative, interpretative research. 

Thereby we integrate a multi-level approach, combining the levels of the community, 

institutions and individuals. The first two parts of this research project  were led by the 

following research questions: how is social cohesion interpreted?; what is considered as 

challenges and opportunities for social cohesion?; and what role is assigned to early childhood 

services in contributing to social cohesion? A multi-method design was used, combining a 

systematic narrative literature review (N=76) with thematic analysis of policy documents 

(N=44) and semi-structured interviews with policymakers (N=14). Our analysis shows that 

interpretations of social cohesion can be placed on a continuum from a minimal to a maximal 

interpretation, where a focus on shared values can be seen as a historical continuity. 

Additionally, reflecting on the possible role of early childhood services leads to contradictive 

expectations. The third part of this research project focuses on early childhood services in three 

carefully selected cases. The central research question is: what does social cohesion mean in 

early childhood services? During this third part we explored daily practices from the preventive 

family support, namely the Huizen van het Kind (‘Houses of the Child’). We explored how 

(promoting) social cohesion is perceived and translated into practices. The research focuses on 

these services offered in the Huizen van het Kind for parents with young children up to 3 years 

old.  To gain insight into the different interaction processes and dynamics in the Huizen van 

het Kind, qualitative research methods were and will be used, namely (non-)participatory 

observations, interviews using the critical incident technique and focus groups. The last part 

of this study, the focus groups with parents, are planned in the spring of 2023. We will 

triangulate these results with those from the first two parts of this research project, where 

research and policy were central. This allows us to see if there are commonalities, shared 

rationales and possible discrepancies between what policy makers expect from preventive 

family support on social cohesion and how preventive family support and early childhood 

services itself (can) fulfill this role." 
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Alexandra Nicoleta Dimofte  

University Of Bucharest, Faculty of Sociology and Social Work, Doctoral School of Sociology 

and Social Work, Department of Social Work (Romania)  

alexandranicoleta.dimofte@gmail.com   

The consequences of the parental migration on children left behind- Literature Review  

The situation of children left behind by parents who migrate abroad for work is a phenomenon 

in Romania that has been on the rise in recent years. This is especially since Romania joined 

the European Union in 2007. Due to the right to free movement, one of the rights of citizens, 

migratory activities have become much easier than they were prior to the fall of the communist 

bloc, when restrictions were more severe. Children left behind as a result of parent(s) migrating 

abroad for work are a topic of interest for Romanian researchers, but also for Republic of 

Moldova and Ukraine, trying to show authorities the problems faced by children from 

transnational families. According to the literature and scientific articles, I found both 

advantages and disadvantages. While parents migrate with the intention of improving the 

economic well-being of the children left behind and implicitly of the family, there are also 

consequences that parents may not be aware of. According to ANPDCA data in September 

2022 there were 73868 children whose parents are abroad. However, it should be noted that 

the real number is unknown because there are situations in which the family doesn’t inform 

the competent authority in the area that they are going abroad, and this leads to the lack of a 

legal guardian that the child could have. Therefore, the paper reviews studies on children left 

at home by parents working abroad from Romania, but also with examples from other 

countries at a biopsychosocial level. 
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“Housing poor families. Between social state and private market” 

Housing appears as a complex object for sociology, both an object of economic transaction, a 

commodity, but also a need and a fundamental right. The sociologist Susanna Magri points out 

that it is also, profoundly, a social marker and a focus of subjectivation (Magri, 1996: 368). 

However, if the “housing crisis” is raging in Brussels, the social situation is such today that the 

collective, political mobilization for the right to housing does not unite the crowds. 

Public housing is saturated, and precarious households, hit hardest by the crisis, are sent back 

to the private market for housing, a sort of “de facto social housing” sub-sector (Bergerand , 

2020). These households of precarious tenants, more and more numerous due to the effect of 

successive crises, fight on a daily basis, sometimes assisted by various social assistance actors, 

and/or by family support, to pay their rent and maintain themselves. to housing. How does 

this poor housing market work? How do you find housing – and stay there – when you don't 

have enough to pay the rent? How to understand that at the same economic level, some 

households manage to stay in housing when others end up losing it? What is the role of the 

state in the (non)regulation of this market? 

The social housing support work carried out with these households is a fundamental starting 

point for understanding how this system works. Social work itself is affected by the effects of 

this “housing crisis”. For social workers, it is a question of responding to “squaring the circle”: 

keeping poor households in housing, while financially accessible housing does not exist. 

This research is therefore based on an ethnographic survey within a social housing support 

service of a CPAS/OCMW in the Brussels region. It proposes a "three-entry" research system 

that examines the trajectories of households in a situation of poor housing, in the light of the 

representations, uses and practices of three types of actors involved in these exchanges: poor 

tenants, workers housing assistance services that support them and private landlords who rent 

property to these households (via the CPAS/OCMW). Within this configuration (Elias, 1993), 

debt management, rental evictions, staying in unsanitary housing, and "family solidarity" 

(Golkap, 1978) appear to be fundamental elements to allow the precarious balance of these 

households and ensure that they stay in their homes. 
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Identification of selected elements of the system approach in professional families  

"The family represents a social system, that is, a system of people in constant interaction, while 

individual elements of this system - subsystems, family members are in constant interaction 

with each other. The professional family, just like the biological family, represents an open 

system that functions within individual family systems and subsystems. The aim of the 

systemic approach is to create, together with the family, a harmonious, adaptable system that 

is sufficiently consistent, allows for choice, is open to changes and defined in relation to the 

environment. Understanding the functioning of the family system of professional families is 

important in the effective application of a systemic approach when working with this target 

group. The research results will aim to point out the importance of using a systemic approach 

when working with professional families with the subsequent application of a systemic 

approach in social worker interventions. 

The dissertation will be a follow-up to the research project ""Use of selected elements of the 

systemic approach in the context of professional families"", with the aim of analyzing and 

comparing the functioning of selected elements of the family system of professional families 

from the perspective of professional parents, their life partners, their biological children and 

children placed in professional families. From the point of view of the focus of the research, 

only some elements of the systemic approach, such as family cohesion, adaptability, will be 

selectively used and communication.  

We expect the author to pose a basic research question in the context of ideas: How do 

professional families perceive the functioning of the family system in the area of 

communication, cohesion and adaptability? There are differences in the perception of the 

functioning of the family system in the area of communication, cohesion and adaptability 

between sample sets of professional parents, life partners, biological children and children 

placed in professional families? Using a quantitative method, the author will focus on the 

identification of selected elements of the system approach in professional families, which will 

be compared with respect to the selected variables. 

From a methodological point of view, it will be a quantitative research, a comparative study. 

The analysis will include the theoretical framework of the presented issue as well as the analysis 

of documents. On the a self-report questionnaire will be used to measure the dimensions of the 

functioning of the family system. Family Adaptability and Cohesion Scale (FACES IV) (Olson, 

2010), which allows to capture manifestations of a balanced (functional) and unbalanced 

(dysfunctional) family system. The Family Communication Scale (Olson, Barnes, 2010) will be 

used to measure family communication, which allows capturing the positive aspects of 

communication - the ability to Exchange of emotional and factual information between family 

members, and the degree of satisfaction and perceived ease with family communication. 

Finally, the Family Satisfaction Scale will be used (Olson, 2010), which measures the degree to 

which family members feel satisfied with cohesion, adaptability and communication. All 

questionnaires are part of the Family Assessment Package currently available from Life 

Innovations, Inc. They are intended for all members of a professional family from the age of 

12. 
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What is ethical reception of migrant people? A focus on social workers’ everyday practices 

inside a woman-only reception project, the Sisters’ House.  

My research focuses on migrant women’s agency and resistance, opposed to their often 

categorized passive status as “vulnerable”, through the case study of a specific type of reception 

center called the Sisters’ House. For many women who migrate to escape violence or difficult 

situations, migratory routes, as well as the reception given to these women itself, are not 

exempt of pitfalls. In this context, the Sisters' House (SH) intends to propose a new way of 

looking at this reception. It is a woman-only accommodation/reception project for homeless 

migrant women, created in November 2018 in Brussels by a small group of volunteers inside a 

larger citizen initiative to house homeless migrant people (the “Plateforme Citoyenne de 

Soutien aux Réfugiés”). Created with the aim to promote an ethical, feminist, and post-colonial 

practice of reception the SH represents a pilot, hybrid and innovative accommodation project 

(the only one of this kind in Belgium) and an extremely interesting laboratory for the reception 

of migrant women in general. Indeed, inside the SH, residents are asked to, among others, 

participate collectively with the social workers in the management and the maintenance of the 

shelter, they have access to almost every room and are encouraged to organize the furnishing 

and decoration of each of them as they like, the services proposed are adapted to their specific 

needs (which can evolve depending on their administrative status, cultures, languages, etc.), 

and collective discussions about the daily life in the shelter are organized every day with the 

help of cultural mediators. 

This presentation focuses on the work social workers do in this context. Drawing from the 

works of Camille Schmoll (2020), which builds an analysis and typology of alienation in 

migrant reception through a conceptualization around the scales of autonomy (body, domestic 

space, and digital space), I investigate how social workers operate to open a space that allows 

agency and resistance of migrant women in the SH. I also investigate the logistic and political 

issues and reflections these social workers face, such as the type of relationship and boundaries 

between workers and residents, the inevitable aid-related asymmetry, the limits of their 

competences, as well as material and human resources, and the ethical choices that emerge 

when the facility reaches saturation and they have to refuse new residents. I observe this by 

presenting a preliminary data analysis of two sets of data: (1) an ethnography conducted within 

the SH (mainly participant observation) in the context of my Master’s thesis, and (2) interviews 

and radiophonic recordings gathered for a podcast about the SH that I’m co-creating. 

I aim to highlight and gain insight from the relations between macro framings and discourses 

about social work in the migration sector, and especially regarding reception, with the micro 

level of social workers’ everyday experiences, especially when trying to promote ethical 

reception. 
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The transition to adulthood of care leavers placed in foster care. A participatory research on 

experiences and practices in the Veneto Region (Italy) 

International literature (Stain e Munro, 2008) define care leavers «to describe young people 

who leave out-of-home care because they have reached the age at which they are allowed to do 

so of their own accord or because the care system is no longer obligated to provide them with 

care and supervision» (ibidem, p. 288). Leaving care coincides with the transition to 

adulthood, which is a delicate and complex developmental phase in which children are called 

to take responsibility for their own lives in a short and rapid time (Stein, 2006). Indeed, care 

leavers face changes involving their environment and lifestyle, behaviours, relationships and 

their identity (Anghel, 2011). In this sense, from the literature (Wade and Dixon, 2006; 

Daining and DePanfilis, 2007; Sulimani-Aidan et al., 2013; Lukšík and Hargašová, 2018) 

emerges the need for care leavers to receive support and accompaniment from the operators 

involved in welfare services, since the preparation, accompaniment and planning provided is 

fundamental for their well-being. In Italy, the theme of leaving care has developed in recent 

times and today it is possible to estimate the phenomenon only partially, since there is no 

official national information system (Belotti, 2020). Furthermore, in our country, the studies 

carried out (Pandolfi, 2019; Belotti et al., 2021) have highlighted the phenomenon through 

quantitative studies which, for the most part, have involved young people leaving residential 

communities while little or not at all represented are those who leaving care from foster care 

placement. 

This research project aims to integrate the leaving care phenomenon in Italy and, in particular, 

of the leaving care path from foster care placements in order to understand the experience of 

the main subjects involved and to improve accompaniment, planning and construction of its 

pathways. 

The research project is based to the combination between the theoretical framework of 

Relational Social Work (Folgheraiter, 1998; 2011, Folgheraiter and Raineri, 2017) and the 

methodological approach of Particpatory Research (Narayan, 1996; Aldridge, 2015; 

Folgheraiter, 2018; Panciroli, 2019). The project will be implemented in the Veneto Region 

and will be developed along two main lines of research: a) the first is aimed to investigate and 

describe leaving care paths and the experience of care leavers, foster parents and birth families; 

b) the second is aimed to investigate and describe the practices currently implemented by the 

operators in accompanying, supporting and planning the leaving care paths of care leavers. 

The two dimensions will be investigated based on the analysis of qualitative data collected 

mainly through biographical interviews (Bichi, 2002) and focus groups (Bryman, 2012). 
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A socio-spatial perspective on loneliness: which interventions exist to prevent and alleviate 

loneliness from a neighbourhood perspective?  

"Scientific research shows that loneliness is a multidimensional concept (van Tilburg, 2021) 

with multiple causes (De Witte & Van Regenmortel, 2021). However, much scientific research 

focuses on individual risk factors for loneliness, such as the socio-economic or health status. 

So far, little attention has been paid to the impact of context factors, such as neighbourhood 

characteristics, on loneliness (De Witte & Van Regenmortel, 2021). Therein research 

distinguishes between physical and social neighbourhood characteristics. Whereas the first 

refers to the man-made built environment, features of urban design and public space, 

environmental exposure and access to resources, the latter is more about the social fabric and 

norms, levels of safety and the social organisation of places (Diez Roux & Mair, 2010). Some 

pioneering studies exist, indicating regional differences in loneliness rates (Buecker et al., 

2021; Buz et al., 2021; de Witte & van Regenmortel, 2020; Marquez et al., 2021). It is also 

shown that so-called third places, such as libraries, parks, coffee shops, hair salons, malls, in 

the US, can lead to social interaction and may alleviate loneliness (Finlay et al., 2019).  

Although several studies suggest that neighbourhood characteristics are related to feelings of 

loneliness (Buecker et al., 2021), until today, there is no profound insight in the relation 

between the neighbourhood and loneliness. In addition, insights on which neighbourhood-

level interventions can effectively prevent and alleviate feelings of loneliness are scarce. Also, 

little is known about theoretical and empirical insights on the mechanisms that might play a 

role in explaining the relationship between certain physical and social neighbourhood 

characteristics and loneliness. 

In practice, many local governments have been focusing on preventing and tackling loneliness 

for the last decade. Also on a policy level, loneliness gains attention. Local governments are 

given a specific role to tackle or help tackling loneliness in the Policy paper on wellbeing, family 

and poverty reduction of 2019-2024 (Beke, 2019) and in the Flemish loneliness plan (Beke, 

2021). 

Following both the scientific gap and societal relevance, in this research I focus on which 

neighbourhood-level practices can prevent and alleviate feelings of loneliness. Therefore, this 

research takes on a socio-spatial perspective on loneliness. In a first stage, I explore the current 

state of the art on which effective practices exist, from a neighbourhood perspective, to prevent 

and alleviate feelings of loneliness. For this purpose, on the one hand, a literature review of 

international scientific literature is conducted. We use a review method tailored to the research 

question to assess, critique and synthesise existing scientific knowledge. On the other hand, as 

little is known about this topic, in-depth interviews are conducted with residents and local 

actors (such as social and health care workers and local government officials) in Flanders, 

using the photo voice method (van Hees et al., 2017). It is thought that visual information 

allows to give voice to unique perspectives, experiences and meanings (Novek et al., 2012). 

This helps to share how they perceive (parts of) their neighbourhood and environment (Van 

Hees et al., 2017).  

With the combination of the literature review with in-depth interviews, I aim to build a guiding 

conceptual framework for the next phase of the research, which consists of neighbourhood case 

studies. 
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The implementation of goal oriented care in the practice of primary care providers: from 

belief to behaviour  

Background: Primary care is at the frontline of meeting the increasing demand for care and 

support for people with complex and long-term care needs. The fact that the health system has 

mainly been organised upon a disease and problem-oriented approach, puts these people at 

risk of fragmented care. One of the suggested strategies to optimize the integration and 

collaboration in care delivery is goal-oriented care (GOC) which explicitly focusses on patients’ 

personal goals. Current research indicated that primary care providers (PCPs) believe that 

GOC could support their work and that they are willing to adopt GOC in practice. At the same 

time, they express a need for more training. This need for training is consistent with 

experiences of patients indicating that GOC isn’t clearly part of their encounters with 

healthcare providers. These findings indicate a gap between PCPs’ beliefs on the importance 

of GOC on the one hand, and the GOC-behaviour they can demonstrate in practice on the other 

hand. Therefore, specific research on competencies and skills required for providing GOC is 

needed in order to support PCPs to implement GOC in their daily practice. Research questions 

of this PhD: The general research question is “What competencies and skills enable PCPs to 

show GOC-behaviour in their daily practice?”. 

Specific research questions (RQ) : 

RQ1: What are (training) needs of PCPs who want to provide GOC? 

RQ2: What behaviour do PCPs show when applying GOC in their practice? 

RQ3: What core competencies can be defined of a PCP in providing GOC? 

Methods 

General research setting & framework: 

This research will be carried out in co-creation with end users of GOC, meaning patients, 

informal caregivers and healthcare providers. The study will take place in the context of a 

preliminary interprofessional training on GOC that was offered to 60 PCPs from different 

disciplines (incl. healthcare and welfare). The training's participants will actively participate in 

sharing and co-analyzing experiences in applying GOC in practice & the competencies 

identified. The entire study will use the Capability-Opportunity-Motivation-Behaviour (COM-

B) model as a theoretical lens to get insight into how PCPs go from their belief on GOC to the 

actual behaviour in practice. 

For RQ1 a qualitative interpretive method will be used. Focus groups with PCPs who 

participated in the interprofessional training will be organized to gain understanding in their 

training needs and experiences on the concept of GOC. For RQ2 a qualitative ethnographic 

research design will be used to observe PCPs in their practice when providing GOC. Video 

recordings of these observations will be made for qualitative research using video-stimulated 

recall. Three perspectives will be included in the analysis: the PCPs themselves, their patients 

and independent reviewers with GOC-expertise. For RQ3 a qualitative research design will be 

applied through the use of a Delphi survey. Primary care stakeholders including patients, 

informal caregivers, PCPs, people working at the level of policy and education will define a list 

of core competencies in GOC. This will be generated through a group decision method based 

on social judgment analysis." 
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The Construction of Gender within Changing Educational Spaces from 1970-1990.  

Exemplified on Residential Child and Youth Care in the City of Zurich, Switzerland.   

Current research about residential child and youth care in Switzerland focusses mostly on 

earlier periods of the 20th century. The studies show how educational spaces and practices 

were shaped by the construction of gender. Boys and girls, for example, were housed in 

separate rooms or houses and had gender specific chores (cf. Bombach et al., 2017). However, 

with the modernization of society through social movements in the 1960s and 70s the 

construction of gender changed. Therefore, the following questions arise: How did this 

transformation alter the spaces of residential child and youth care? Did it affect the gender 

constructions within these spaces? And if so, how? This dissertation project is following these 

questions by studying the spaces of residential child and youth care in Zurich from 1970-1990. 

The dissertation is embedded in the DACH research project ""Negotiating Educational 

Spaces”*  which asks comparatively about change and transformation of three welfare regions 

(Vorarlberg/Tyrol, Hesse, Zurich). The subproject in Switzerland examines residential child 

and youth care institutions overseen by the city of Zurich from 1970-1990. During that time 

the city ran over 20 such organizations, which were constantly reconstructed, reopened, 

reduced, expanded, or closed. Employing the methodology of Grounded Theory, the research 

project examines textual primary sources as well as 10 qualitative expert and oral history 

interviews with contemporary actors within the residential care system of Zurich. The 

transformation of this landscape is analyzed with a theoretical perspective that recognizes 

space as a relational social product (cf. Lefebvre, 1991; Löw, 2005; Belina, 2013). Furthermore, 

space in the context described above is institutionalized and specifically constructed for the 

purpose of educating children and adolescents, hence, can be identified as an educational space 

per se (cf. Carola Groppe, 2013). The focus of this dissertation project, however, is the question 

of gender as a social product (cf. Butler, 2008; Wetterer, 2002) within these educational 

spaces. While spaces are generally interwoven and intertwined with gender constructions, this 

project asks specifically about these constructions within the context of educational spaces and 

transformation or perseverance thereof. Therefore, this project will look at different cases in 

which gender appears as an influential dimension. One example is the developing consensus 

at the time for coeducation within the care system, except for adolescents. Residential care for 

the latter appeared as highly gendered space with corresponding unequal prospects for job 

trainings and apprenticeship opportunities among other things. While it is to be expected that 

alongside the transformation of society, the construction of gender as well as other categories 

(i.e. class, sexuality, origin) in the described historical context were changing, the question to 

what extent and how remains. Ralser, Michaela, Bereswill, Mechthild, Hauss, Gisela: 

“Negotiating Educational Spaces in residential Childcare 1970 – 1990. An Interdisciplinary 

Comparison of Transformation Processes in Austria, Germany and Switzerland.” Founded by 

FWF, DFG, SNF (2021 – 2024)" 
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Action research in social work as a profession of action - let's get started   

Social work means working together with people, the science of people’s lives and their needs 

in the present. Similarly, action research is the joint work of a group that has the same goal, to 

discover where the problem is and to take action to bring about change. Action research can be 

viewed through a change of approach in which the research participant becomes a subject 

rather than an object. The emancipation of participants from the dominance of researchers 

represents the freedom to participate equally (Mesec, 1994). Establishing an action group and 

motivating participants is the beginning of a research in which the researcher has an 

undoubtedly demanding role. The challenge is to form a motivated group, democratically equal 

researchers in social work, even though this is an action science for which this is a natural 

environment. Action and change are part of the everyday life of the social work profession, but 

it is still unclear what role social workers play in generating new knowledge and creating 

change. The research, as part of a doctoral thesis based on action research, is presented in the 

paper through the experience of forming an action group. With a qualitative approach, two 

group discussions of respondents who applied for participation in the action research were 

conducted, an evaluation of the education was made as the first starting point of the action 

research, and observational data were collected during the education. The processed data 

shows that social workers are not used to this approach to research in Croatia, they are rarely 

offered the opportunity to be part of changes, although they are often cited as participants in 

changes, especially in political contexts. There is a low level of belief that change will happen 

and that participants have the power to do something together. This can be reflected in working 

with users who need to be trusted to have power and to make a difference. Education, as the 

first step in action research, proved to be a useful starting point for the continuation of 

research, strong motivation of respondents and their desire for change. 
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Educational Partnerships in early childhood care facilities  

The collaboration of parents and the care givers in childhood care facilities is - besides the 

immediate pedagogical work with the children and the professional intercommunion with 

other childhood care facilities – one of three crucial determinants of modern early childhood 

education (cf. Fröhlich-Gildhoff, 2013). This collaboration is of great importance as parents 

and pedagogical caregivers both take responsibility for the children’s well-being. Though 

attachment studies (e.g. Sylva, Melhuish, Sammons and Blatchford 2004) show that the 

socialization within the families are of greater influence on the social and emotional 

development of a child, there are several beneficial impacts on the cognitive and achievement-

oriented developments when a child is taken care of in a pedagogical facility (cf. NICHD 2006). 

These benefits are however conditional upon the pedagogical quality of the facility and the 

collaboration between the parents and the professional educators. Due to the changed social 

demands on parents regarding employment, parenting roles and styles there are strains to the 

family life. As a consequence parents depend on the outside help of early childhood care 

facilities to ease the need for day care and educational advice (cf. Henry-Huthmacher 2008). 

There’s a lower threshold in reaching the parents through early childhood care facilities to give 

them access to consultancy and other educational offerings for example if the child shows signs 

of conspicuous development (e.g. Hess 2011, Textor 2010, Henry-Huthmacher 2008). Thus, it 

is of the essence that parents feel save and valued by the pedagogical professionals in their 

children’s facilities. This can only be the case if their socio-economic and/or cultural 

background doesn’t impair the educational relationship of both parents and the pedagogues. 

If one party feels discriminated against the relationship and therefore collaboration between 

the parents and the professional care givers can suffer immensely. Discrimination can be 

defined as “practices of belittlement, structural disadvantage and marginalization that are 

directed to a specific group” (cf. Gomolla 2016). Certain mechanism in early childhood 

facilities or pedagogical facilities in general can feel discriminatory to parents. For instance, if 

the children are not allowed to speak in their native language to enforce a quicker development 

of verbal skills in the German/generally spoken language or if they’re being reduced to an 

attribute such as skin colour or religious beliefs in day-today interactions.  

This study’s aim is to determine how discriminatory mechanisms, practices and behaviour 

impact the collaboration between parents and pedagogical care-givers are perceived by parents 

who belong to marginalized groups of society. The educational partnership between the 

parents and educators is to be observed through institutional ethnography in the early 

childhood care facilities to detect any discriminatory mechanism, practices and behaviours and 

further analysed through in-depth individual interviews with the parents to  work out how they 

experience the collaboration between them and the pedagogues.  
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Children with Disability in Families at Risk: Social Work Approaches  

The main objective of the present project is to understand and describe needs of child with 

disability in family at risk and find out what kind of help social work must provide. Sub-

objectives of the project: 

- to describe existing in Russia and abroad methods of social and legal protection and 
technology of social work with a family at risk if it has a child with a disability; 

- to describe the situation and needs of children with disabilities in families at risk; 

- to identify the determinants of social exclusion of child with disability in families at risk 

and develop a tool for measuring it; 

- to identify effective methods of social work with families at risk that can provide the 

necessary level of social and legal protection for a disabled child in Russia. 

Family dysfunction is still widespread. Dysfunction of family has negative consequences for 

the socialization of the child. If child has disability, the consequences for him will be even 

deeper. Obviously, disabled child in family at risk needs special help.  Such help is usually 

provided in 3 forms: benefits, medical rehabilitation, and social services. And 3 types of help 

are provided by 3 different institutions. Perhaps families at risk want only the first type of help 

- money, and therefore resist or avoid two other types. This leads to exclusion of a child: no 

rehabilitation in early childhood, no kindergarten and school, no contacts with children of the 

same age. Social work should provide all kinds of help to the child and his family, but the 

knowledge about it is not enough. 

So, there are a lot of Research questions because there is no enough information. These are 

questions about the position of the child in the family, about the assistance provided by the 

family, the state and society. Most of the questions are about social work itself - how it is 

organized, are there any special technologies that are unique? What is needed for a social 

worker to be ready for such work and what are the differences from a teacher or psychologist. 

And, finally, what in this case will be the effective social work, what are its indicators and goals? 

Research question could be write as: 

How can social work support a social inclusion of children with a disability who are living in 

families at risk? 

Partial research questions: Does a child with disability in family at risk need special support? 

What level of willingness and involvement do parents have? Are they a subject of care? Are 

they competent enough to support the child? How can family help child?  

What professional assistance does child with a disability receive in a family at risk? Is this 

support enough for his needs? Is social work really necessary? What methods do social workers 

use in their practice? What theoretical and methodical approaches they follow? What are the 

features of constructing a social diagnosis? how is an integrated approach and interagency 

cooperation used? What does the time budget consist of during working with family at risk?  

Are social workers good prepared to work with double stigmatization? Is there enough 

knowledge given in universities and colleges? What knowledge is needed first of all?  

What practices do social workers find effective and non- effective? What affects efficiency? 

How big family’s impact should be?" 
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Wellbeing of newly arrived  adolescent students in England and Denmark  

Project status & overview: I am currently in the second year of my PhD studies and have 

recently completed my fieldwork. During my visits to secondary schools in England and 

Denmark, where I conducted interviews and focus groups with teachers, school leaders, and 

newcomer students, I aimed to uncover perspectives of the various participants about how this 

population of students is welcomed at school. In particular, I sought to document how teachers 

and school leaders see their roles as educators in terms of care and wellbeing, and how the 

students themselves feel about being new at school and their interactions with school staff and 

other students -- I am now considering what method and theory to use for my data analysis. 

For the TISSA course, I would like begin thinking more about, and hear others' experiences on, 

how to disseminate the eventual results of my work so that all participants, including students, 

are included and receive something back from their contribution. I would also like to learn 

from others' work on best practices and ideas for making research decisions transparent, both 

for academic dissemination and for findings disseminated to participants.     
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Differences in early childhood education - construction and reproduction by professionals. 

An ethnographic collage.  

Educational and social science discourses on justice and equal opportunities are booming in 

the Federal Republic of Germany. With the statement ‘education for all children right from the 

start’ elementary pedagogical field is given a decisive role as the first institutional socialization 

station. In day-care centers children and educators are confronted every day with 

heterogeneity. Differences among children are not only given from the beginning but are 

created in everyday pedagogical life through implicit and unconscious attribution processes 

(cf. Betz & Bischoff 2017, p. 102; Hormel 2017, p. 20). In the sense of the doing-difference-

approach (West & Fenstermaker 1995) this research project examines the extent to which 

educational professionals are involved in the (re-)production of differences as key actors in the 

institutional field of early childhood education. In particular it is about the pedagogical 

practices and addressing of children in the day-care center by pre-school professionals. Those 

performative acts have great influence in terms of privilege and disadvantage and will be 

analyzed under a critical perspective of power and discrimination. The first step is to analyze  

written protocols of field observations in everyday day-care-situations, in what extent they are 

relevant to discrimination and disadvantage and which categories of differences such as 

ethnicity, milieu, socio-economic status, gender or physical/mental/cognitive constitution of 

children, and their reciprocal interaction (intersectionality) as the powerful origin of 

pedagogical staging and addressing play a role. In a second step, the underlying motives, 

unconscious guiding principles, conceptions of norms and institutional logics will be revealed 

through group discussions with the respective professionals.  
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Social work with single divorce fathers 

 The care of children, which includes the work of caring for them and raising them, is carried 

out mainly by women. Women, who are responsible for and care for children, are the main 

target of state intervention. Social workers perpetuate existing social inequalities by focusing 

exclusively on women as mothers, especially when they are raising and caring for children 

alone, for example after a divorce. Just as importantly, they seek to involve fathers in similar 

situations. Expert interviews with social service professionals showed that state social service 

agencies are able to provide a wide range of services to overcome difficulties for fathers, but 

these agencies are not popular with single fathers. Social workers who participated in the 

interviews named psychological as the main reason, the essence of which can be expressed in 

the following quote: ""to go to an institution for help means to show weakness, to admit your 

own inadequacy. Materials of interviews with single fathers, on the contrary, demonstrate 

completely different reasons for the current situation. First, single fathers note that the 

assistance guaranteed by the state to single-parent families becomes completely inaccessible 

when a man applies to social protection agencies. On the one hand, paternal families have the 

same rights as maternal families, but on the other hand, fathers need to provide documents 

confirming his status as a parent actually caring for a child. This factor, becomes a significant 

obstacle for paternal families formed as a result of the mother's separation and subsequent 

divorce. Secondly, single fathers point out the insignificance of material assistance from the 

state. There is a paradoxical situation in the social welfare system in which many paternal 

families are not low- income, but nevertheless experience material difficulties. For the majority 

of paternal families, the material assistance provided by the state becomes inaccessible due to 

historically established disproportions in payment for female and male labor, in favor of the 

latter. Third, many fathers do not know what kinds of assistance, other than material support, 

they can claim due to a lack of legal knowledge and information about the services of state 

social protection agencies. Single fathers say that they had difficulty communicating with social 

workers when they asked for help. Having received incorrect information, fathers did not apply 

to social services repeatedly. The men themselves explained this either by ""a reluctance to be 

dependent on state benefits"" or by the fact that ""officials are used to working with mothers. 

In these conditions, theoretically, social services of non-state institutions oriented, including 

on support of paternal mono- parenthood, should be in a certain demand among men. 

However, the analysis of interviews has shown that single fathers have never been interested 

in such assistance programs, their availability in their city (settlement) and do not even want 

to know about it. The services provided by such institutions are not considered by single fathers 

even as alternative sources of help and support after the state ones. The main sources of 

assistance for men are their immediate environment, including their own parents, siblings and 

their families. It is reasonable for social workers to encourage initiatives by the immediate 

environment of single fathers to create self- help groups for them. For example, the problem 

of single fathers' low level of awareness of the activities of state institutions of state protection 

of the population can be solved with the help of men's mothers (grandmothers), many of whom 

by a certain age are already included in the state system of social protection of the population. 
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’Querdenken’ As a Challenge For Social Work  

As in many Western countries, since March 2020 people in Germany are protesting the state's 

actions in the management of the Covid-19-pandemic. The protestors express a lack of 

confidence in political leaders and scientific experts, complain that fundamental rights are 

being violated by Covid-19 safety measures and claim that they find themselves marginalized 

in the public discourse. Sometimes their positions are bolstered with conspiracy narratives or 

arguments associated with the political far right (e.g. Koos 2021: 74; 

Schließler/Hellweg/Decker 2020: 300). Many narratives in this context show authoritarianist 

tendencies (e.g. Schließler/Hellweg/Decker 2020: 302 ff.). In Germany Querdenken (‘lateral 

thinking’) became a buzzword in the media, politics and in society, since a group of people who 

called themselves Querdenker (‘lateral thinkers’) played a key role in the organization of these 

“Covid-19-protests”. In German public perception Querdenken soon became a collective term 

for attitudes whose common thread appears to be a shared skepticism about the established 

political and social structures.  

This phenomenon affects social work in various ways: As a human rights profession, Social 

Work is required to govern the compliance of the state’s actions with fundamental rights 

(Staub-Bernasconi 2019: 87 ff.) and is thus concerned once groups of people claim that their 

fundamental rights are being violated. Furthermore, as a societal actor responsible for 

promoting social cohesion, Social Work is likely to be affected once people claim that they are 

marginalized or stigmatized (e.g. IFSW/IASSW 2004: 3). In this respect, Social Work must 

take these people and their concerns seriously. Then again, authoritarian positions, as they are 

often embedded in the arguments of the sceptics, are opposed to the humanist view that is 

fundamental to Social Work as a human rights profession (e.g. Hilgendorf 2016: 276/Korf 

2022). Moreover, by contributing to the rise of authoritarianism, the movement eventually 

poses a threat to the pluralistic and democratic framework on which Social Work relies to fulfill 

its societal function and ethical standards (Küppers/Zick 2020: 87; Woyke 2021: 1f.).  

These findings lead to the question to what extent the Querdenken phenomenon poses 

developmental challenges to the profession of social work. To investigate this question, the 

present study explores the protestors’ world of meaning: The goals are to specify the 

phenomenon’s ideological and socio-politic dimension and to find out whether Querdenken, 

along with all its implications, issues (implicit or explicit) mandates for the profession of Social 

Work. 

Data collection and analysis will follow the Grounded Theory methodology. Because of its 

processual orientation this method is particularly suitable for phenomena that are still evolving 

- like Querdenken (vgl. Przyborski/Wohlrab-Sahr 2021: 247, 251). Focus interviews with 

persons associated with Querdenken will provide information about their experience of the 

pandemic and their attitude towards the governmental safety measures, as well as their 

attitude towards state institutions and other societal subsystems, such as judiciary, science, the 

media, and social work. This survey will be enhanced with ethnographic research at 

Querdenken-related events, like demonstrations or fairs, to gather more insights on the 

Querdenken world of meaning. In the data analysis, underlying moral concepts, sociopolitical 

views and interpretation patterns of the participants will be elaborated. They then will be set 

in relation to each other, to further define Querdenken as an ideological phenomenon with its 

practical consequences. Following this specification of Querdenken, it will be possible to 

identify basic developmental needs of the profession of social work dealing with this new 

phenomenon." 
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The Un/Deserving Child 

 

Child poverty remains a complex and multi-dimensional social problem in most Western 

societies. In the context of the changing relationship between citizens, the welfare state, civil 

society, and the market, a complex historical reconfiguration and transformation of the 

institutional welfare state framework can be 

observed in relation to charity- and rights-oriented assumptions in anti-poverty strategies 

towards children in poverty situations. Whereas critical scholars have referred to newly 

emerging ideas referred to as ‘neophilanthropy’, ‘new philanthropy’, and ‘new charity 

economy’, we tackle how a discursive distinction between un/deserving children can be at stake 

in anti-poverty strategies. We focus on a qualitative research project in which we investigate 

the philanthropic philosophy and practice of a foundation that provides support to children in 

poverty in collaboration with social partners. While exploring the practices and normative 

value orientations of the foundation’s social partners, we tease out whether, and if so, how the 

foundation might be a little stone in the shoe of public actors in the welfare state. 
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Disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on older people from ethnic minority background in the 

United Kingdom  

"The research study employs an exploratory qualitative research design to holistically 

investigate, unravel and explore the historical, political, and socio-economic contributory 

factors to the current experiences of older people from ethnic minority background in the 

United Kingdom (UK) as a result of COVID-19. The theoretical frameworks of intersectionality 

and risk theory form the bedrock of this research. Through the synergistic analytical 

frameworks of both intersectionality and risk theory, the study seeks to illuminate and explore 

COVID-19’s disproportionate impact on older people from ethnic minority background in the 

UK. This is visualised through, among other factors, higher levels of- contagion, death, digital 

exclusion, barriers to healthcare and adverse mental health. Additionally, the cumulative 

negative effect of having intersecting personal characteristics such as older age, comorbidities, 

low socio-economic status, being of an ethnic minority and being male or female; and the 

corresponding higher risk are explored.  

The study encompasses empirical research underpinned by an interpretive-constructive 

paradigm and a reflexive data driven thematic analysis. Through employing an exploratory 

qualitative approach, the study seeks to holistically explore and uncover the lived experiences 

of older people from ethnic minority background during COVID-19 and its aftermath. Semi-

structured interviews will be conducted with older people from ethnic minority background 

and community leaders who work with the older people. This will be done with both individuals 

and in focus groups. These interviews are vital for in depth understanding the older people’s 

challenges, their respective coping and resilience strategies during the pandemic and its 

aftermath. This is done with an aim of mitigating the challenges they currently face during 

COVID-19 or in the event of future pandemics. The research aims to amplify the voices and 

experiences of older people from ethnic minority background that tends to be overlooked in 

general academic research concerning COVID-19. The experiences of the older people will be 

linked to academic theories, so as to properly contextualise them, and contribute to academic 

research. The precarious circumstances at the intersection of older age and being an ethnic 

minority in the UK are not adequately discussed in sociological literature. It is vital to focus on 

this so that policy makers, gerontological social work practitioners and other professionals can 

learn from the shortcomings during this pandemic in order to support older people from ethnic 

minority background who are still suffering from the consequences of long COVID, and to also 

avoid the same mistakes reoccurring in future pandemics.   

Key words: ethnic minority, COVID-19, older adults, United Kingdom, intersectionality, risk, 

health inequalities. 
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Understanding and Supporting the Needs of People who are Homeless: A Collective-

Instrumental Case Study  

This part-time doctoral study addresses an under-researched topic in social work, aiming to 

build a picture of the ways in which the needs of people who are homeless are understood and 

supported.  Currently, the study is at its half-way mark and chapters on the literature review, 

conceptual framework and methodology have been completed.  The next step will be ethical 

approval and data collection. The literature review demonstrated that homeless is associated 

with a wide range of overlapping and complex needs and professionals may have different 

perspectives on these needs compared to the perspective of the person who experiences them.  

Needs are frequently misunderstood or misinterpreted by professionals in the context of 

agency-oriented ideas of what a legitimate need could be, which may bear only partial 

resemblance to the need that has been expressed by the person who is assessed.  Given the 

marginality of people who are homeless, this may be underpinned by moralistic or paternalistic 

discourses. 

As such, a three part conceptual framework has been proposed.  Stockwell's (1972) ""The 

Unpopular Patient"" outlines the ways in which professionals may provide poorer care to 

marginalised groups based on social judgements.  Honneth's (2005) theory of ""recognition"" 

suggests that the treatment we receive from others enables conditions for a good life: self-

confidence, self-esteem and self-respect, but that mirecognition of needs can be humilating 

and hurtful, impacting negatively on individual flourishing.  Meanwhile, Fricker's (2017) 

""Epistemic Injustice"" provides an account of the ways that power can be used to silence and 

deflate the credibility of people who are marginalised.  These theories provide a lens through 

which the needs of people who are homeless can be seen, in light of evidence from the 

literature. 

Methodologically, a constructivist Stakian (2005) collective-instrumental case study will be 

adopted at three homelessness settings, in order to look at the phenomenon of need ""close 

up"" and in its context.  Observations, documentary analysis and interviewing will be adopted 

to collect data on this phenomenon.  Whilst statistical generalisation is not possible, 

naturalistic generalisations can be generated from rich accounts of patterns and incidences at 

a small number of sites.  Ethical issues are manifold but important considerations include 

working with people in vulnerable life situations and gaining informed consent. Data collection 

is likely to commence in the summer period and I hope to use the TISSA workshops to think 

about the decisions made thus far around concepts and method in order to prepare fully for 

the next steps of this doctoral project." 
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What do practitioners do when they don’t know how to work through professional conflict in 

multi-agency working in children’s services?  

Connected Children is a practice–research partnership aimed to develop knowledge-based 

promotion of wellbeing and prevention of development problems among children and 

adolescents. The aim is to develop early and coordinated interventions for those in difficult 

living situations, and to strengthen facilitative initiatives for children and adolescents in 

general. Connected Children involves research-supported development work at four sites in 

Sweden, all of which draw inspiration from the Scottish Getting It Right for Every Child policy 

model. 

The requirement for joint working between agencies and professionals alike has been 

highlighted as the preferred way forward in achieving best use of resources to achieve the best 

outcomes for children and young people. In a climate where services are being cut and 

squeezed to provide the most for the least input, the priority to do better for children and young 

people with less is paramount. Lessons are also learned repeatedly that good communication, 

joint working and trust between actors could increase the safeguarding effects of services 

considerably, resulting in less children being “dropped between the chairs or cracks.” 

Despite enhanced collaboration between service providers being advocated as a strong 

prevention strategy, and way of providing earlier and more efficient support to children and 

families (Kilbrandon Report 1964, Ross 1987, Moran et al 2006, Edwards et al 2009), 

collaborative practice has also been evidenced to be very challenging, time consuming and 

unfulfilling (Glisson & Himmelman 1998, Huxham & Vangen 2005, Ross 1987, Morrison 2016, 

Thielman 2020). Forkby (2018) notes that “when collaboration evolves as a partnership 

between mutually independent actors, sustainable collaboration requires long term trust, 

knowledge of and confidence in each other’s work, besides a commitment to the common goal”.  

Kabanoff (1985:114) believes “people may have difficulty working together effectively even 

when they generally agree on goals and believe they should be working together, and that 

conflict develops primarily from people’s normal attempts to cooperate or coordinate their 

efforts.” Certainly, we can see that despite a general willingness and agreement between actors 

that joint working is a good idea, it is not proving as straight forward as it at first seems it 

should be. Ross (1987) concludes her theses on effective co-operation between teachers and 

social workers in Scotland, Pre GIRFEC, stating “effective co-operation entails the recognition 

and negotiation of the conflict inherent in the relationship between social workers and primary 

teachers and the present organisational structure provides no framework to do so, nor are 

practitioners trained in the relevant skills”. 

As part of the Connected Children Programme I will seek to study the conditions and 

assumptions surrounding the content of the collaborative practices, integrating organisational 

and professional perspectives where issues of trust, clarity and authority are of importance and 

examine what the GIRFEC inspired models offer in terms of a framework for 

cooperation/collaboration, and in what way practitioners are equipped with the relevant 

resources necessary to address the conflicts inherent in joint working.  
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Gender equality in political representation in Albania  

The improvement of the legal framework for gender equality to guarantee equal rights and 

access for men and women in society has enabled more women to be represented and 

participate in political life in Albania. The participation of women in decision-making positions 

was guaranteed in the legal framework in Albania in 2008 with the implementation of the 

gender quota in decision-making positions. In addition, gender representation for elected 

bodies and the electoral administration is guaranteed by establishing gender quotas for the 

underrepresented gender at no less than 30 percent of the composition of the Assembly of 

Albania and the basic units of local government bodies, and all levels of the electoral 

administration.  

However, the role of women in politics and decision-making is viewed as inseparable from 

traditional gender roles within family obligations as a wife, mother and caregiver. The 

traditional gender roles of women in politics diminish their power compared to male 

politicians. As a result, the presence of men is still dominant in public discussion and policy-

making platforms. Despite the increased number of women in political activities, women 

continue to face numerous challenges in social and political life. Recent studies in Albania 

(Dauti & Metaj, 2022) show that women in politics experience various forms of violence and 

have revealed numerous practices that reinforce and sustain their marginalization in politics. 

The same research shows that for women, especially those who tried to reach leadership 

positions in the party, the main perpetrator of political violence was their political party. 

Recent research in Albania calls for a more proactive role of social workers in the political 

sphere (Dauti, Dhëmbo, & Bejko, 2020). Gender mainstreaming, related to the inclusion of the 

gender perspective in legislation and policies, and gender budgeting is at the essence of social 

work in policymaking to promote and guarantee equal rights and fair access to resources of 

help and empowerment for the community. Therefore, research in policymaking processes is 

an integral and important part of the social work mission to address social and gender 

inequalities so that the legal framework for social and gender policies is formulated into social 

services that respond to the interests and needs of the community. 

The research investigates the impact of women's political representation on the legal 

framework for social and gender policies in Albania. Moreover, the research analyzes whether 

women MPs, in their role as legislators and politicians, are more likely to represent the 

interests of women and the community compared to male MPs. The purpose of analyzing the 

political discourse is to understand how the gender of MPs affects the behaviour toward social 

and gender policies. Document analysis and in-depth interviews with MPs in the Assembly of 

Albania are used to understand women's political narrative and contribution to social policies. 

The research seeks to contribute to strengthening the role of social work in policymaking 

processes, to create a theoretical space to understand the relationship between women's 

decision-making power at policymaking levels and the experience of women in positions with 

high political power. 

Key words: social work, gender equality, social policy, women’s political participation, gender 

based violence." 
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Combating Educational Inequity for Various Minoritized Student Groups in China: Does 

Initial Teacher Education Matter?  

"Researchers and scientists have spent relentless efforts pursuing educational equity for 

minoritized students in schools for decades. Among these, multiculturalism in teacher 

education has offered more than a satisfactory answer to the concerned issue. Admittedly, 

there are various forms of teacher education. The current program would focus on initial 

teacher education (ITE) as it is the starting point of teachers’ career development (Lucas and 

Villegas, 2013) and shapes the professional identity of teachers (Lortie, 2020). However, most 

studies were concentrated on the learning milieu of the West, especially in the US and western 

Europe. It leaves multicultural education in other parts of the world largely unexplored.  This 

project aims to examine the extent of multiculturalism in initial teacher education in China 

and its relation to, if any, the educational inequity suffered by different minoritized student 

groups due to their class, gender, ethnicity and possible intersections. More specifically, we 

would assess teachers’ beliefs pertaining to various minoritized student groups and investigate 

their association with elements in ITE. Then, we intend to gain an in-depth understanding of 

the such association, if any, by analyzing the underlying mechanisms within ITE. That analysis 

would be centered around one of the following aspects depending either on its salience in the 

association or its ingrains in contribution to educational inequity: curriculum, instruction and 

field experience.   

To achieve that goal, a mixed quantitative and qualitative method will be used to guarantee the 

generalizability and richness of our research results. Firstly, quantitative questionnaires will 

be adopted to examine pre-service teachers' multicultural awareness/beliefs and identify 

plausible individual and institutional factors. Then, qualitative interviews or document 

analysis would be performed based on the results of the quantitative survey. Findings from this 

project are expected to further the knowledge base of multicultural education in initial teacher 

education and provide practical implications for researchers, educators and policymakers who 

aim to improve education for minoritized student groups in China. Moreover, it is hoped that 

this project would offer more empirical evidence for an improved understanding of 

multiculturalism in the global range.   
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Reconstructing the history of social work schools in Italy to investigate the implications 

between training, professionalism and identity.  

Investigation area: One of the central elements of professionalism is the role played by training 

institutions (Freidson, 2002); as noted by illustrious professional sociologists, training 

institutions are of fundamental importance because they transmit formal, codified, specialised 

learning and knowledge derived from experience.  Considering that training and 

professionalism are an essential pair not only for the growth and dissemination of knowledge, 

but also for the acquisition of the status of a profession, this research investigates the 

professionalization of social work that has emerged in Italy over the last century, focusing on 

the birth and development of the social worker's training. This study examines in particular 

the experience of Italian social work schools, their ability to produce and transmit knowledge 

and culture also through interaction with the professional community, starting after the World 

War II until the reform of the early 1990s, which transferred the training competence 

exclusively to the university and led to the closure of the schools themselves. 

Research methods: Given the research objectives, a qualitative methodology was favoured. The 

research is structured in stages: the first is an in-depth review of the scientific literature on the 

professionalism, with particular reference to the contributions of the sociology of the 

professions. Subsequently, a secondary analysis is carried out on data emerged from the period 

under consideration.  

The next stages are devoted to data retrieval, by consulting heterogeneous sources: primary 

and secondary. The former includes oral sources (interviews with privileged witnesses and the 

descendants of those who played a leading role in the history of the schools and the process of 

professionalization) and archival sources. The latter mainly consists of sector literature 

(essays, manuals, magazines), biographical reconstructions of the protagonists of the 

experiences considered. 

Results: The research, which is currently being conducted, aims to understand the impact that 

actions of the schools of social work (mainly outside the university system) may have had on 

crucial aspects of professionalism, such as the promotion of formal knowledge and culture, and 

may have contributed to the insertion of training in the academic sphere. 

Implications for social work and conclusions: The issue of professional identity, which is also 

relevant to professionalism, is considered to be a research topic. Reflecting on identity has a 

strong impact on the exercise of the profession (Fargion, 2009) and not for purely speculative 

purposes, unlike those who adopt a pragmatic view of the profession (an attitude that, if 

exacerbated, risks promoting the idea that social workers must act without thinking).  The 

entire professional community should reflect on identity, not just the individual professional: 

it is a process that leads to defining the spaces of one's operation, negotiating the role, the 

jurisdiction of the profession: necessary actions for a 'boundary profession' such as social 

service (Abbott, 1995). 

Finally, the link with the historical dimension also favours the consolidation of the professional 

identity: as Dellavalle (2020) illustrates, the ""integrative"" dimension of identity, theorised by 

Sciolla (1983, p. 22), requires knowing the past in order to connect it to the present and the 

future. 
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Crystal Meth and Natural Recovery. A qualitative study in Saxony.  

"In this qualitative research project, the process of self-healing among former crystal meth 

users in Saxony is addressed. Due to the previously described high proportion of users in 

Saxony, this area of investigation is particularly suitable. Due to the lack of general data, the 

aim is to abstract from the individual case and to generalizing from the individual case, to 

understand triggering and maintaining factors of spontaneous remission in crystal meth use 

and thus to lay the foundation for further research. In addition, the importance of the social 

network as a particularly favorable factor in spontaneous recoveries will be elaborated. As an 

expected benefit, the survey and presentation of the experience knowledge of former crystal 

meth users will be processed in order to expand preventive addiction help offers.  

The following research guiding main questions arise: 

1. what precipitating and maintaining factors in crystal meth addiction promote spontaneous 

remission and its maintenance? 

2. What are the triggering and maintaining factors for spontaneous remission from the 

perspective of ""self-healers""?  

3) From the perspective of the ""self-healers"", what is the importance of relatives in the 

natural recovery process? Recovery process in crystal meth addiction?  

Methodological approach: 

The PhD is a cumulative project and has an explorative, qualitative character with two 

subprojects, each of which will be published separately. Subproject one answers the first 

research question. This involves a systematic review based on a literature search in established 

databases. The aim is to summarize the data from primary studies, regarding precipitating and 

maintaining factors as well as the importance of the social network for spontaneous remission 

in crystal meth addiction. This forms the scientific basis for the further research project and 

the interview guide. The second subproject includes 15 partially standardized interviews to be 

conducted with ex-consumers in Saxony who have stopped their crystal meth use without 

being connected to the addiction support system. This project is divided into two parts (A and 

B), whereby the methodology of the qualitative survey and evaluation is the same. In subarea 

A, the 2 research question is investigated. The sub-area B serves to answer the research 

question 3. 
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Rejected asylum seekers or not? The path of asylum seekers between administrative and 
judicial authorities. An exploratory research”. 
 
We live in the age of migrations (Castles et al. 2019), the number of people who emigrate from 
their country of origin has increased from the 70s of the last century to today both in absolute 
and relative terms (IOM, 2021). Furthermore, the number of people forced to migrate due to 
conflict, famine, persecution or natural disasters is reaching the highest level in the last 50 
years (IOM, 2021). The art. 13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) states that 
freedom of movement is a fundamental human right and, therefore, every person is free to 
choose where to live and to leave his own country, the following art. 14 recognizes the 
fundamental right to seek and obtain asylum Recent years have seen numerous migratory 
waves towards the European continent and, as several authors observe, in response to 
migratory pressure both the European Union and the United Kingdom have implemented 
securitization policies (Bhatia 2018; Green and Grewcock 2002) and, as a result, the right of 
asylum seems to have been limited (ibidem; Campesi, 2015). The so-called refugees’ crisis 
(Greussing & Boomgaarden) aroused questions about how balancing the protection of national 
sovereignty and the respect for rights of migrants: this theme transcends the limits of law and 
raises ethical questions concerning the way the outsiders are seen and considered (Gomarasca, 
2018)? 
The history of social work is intertwined with migrations since its very origins (Boccagni, 
2020). The aim of this research is to investigate the condition of the failed asylum seekers. For 
the purposes of this research the field of investigation will be limited to those who, after the 
hearing at the Territorial Commission (CT), have been rejected, on the assumption of the 
absence of the requirements for recognition of international protection, and have obtained the 
subsequent recognition of protection in Court. The literature describes the numerous 
difficulties experienced by these people (Esaiasson et al. 2022), since the timing of the 
procedures last for years and the regularity of the stay appears precarious (Hainmueller, 
Hangartner & Lawrence 2016); the permanence of the appealing asylum seekers in EU 
countries and in the UK is complicated by policies aimed at limiting the rights to access 
employment, healthcare or housing (Bllom and Kershen, 2015). In the social work literature 
there are numerous studies on the condition of asylum-seekers and refugees while the 
situations of failed asylum seekers seems to be little investigated (Boccagni, 2020). The present 
project asks the following research questions: What is the state of the art of academic debate 
about failed asylum seekers? What are the profiles of vulnerability and marginalization of the 
failed asylum seekers? Who and why gets the judicial review of the decisions of the Territorial 
Commission? The present research combines quantitative and qualitative methods to analyze 
data collected through the analysis of judiciary files. 
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Understanding the social sustainability of co-creation processes. The social work perspective

  

"My PhD project aims at deepening the social sustainability of co-creation processes in the field 

of social policies and social services in Italy, through the social work perspective. Co-creation 

processes actively involve citizens in the different stages of the planning and production 

processes of policies and services, changing governance relations and creating long-lasting 

results in meeting society's needs. These processes have a bottom-linked dynamic (Moulaert 

et al., 2013), overcoming top-down and bottom-up approaches, as they wish for openness by 

the institutions when it comes to embracing the different resources present in the community 

and to creating new practices with the aim of developing and promoting a more cohesive and 

democratic society. 

In Italy, participatory practices have been studied in the field of social policies and services, 

starting with the introduction of “Piani di Zona” in 2000, recalling the model of care already 

studied and applied in the case-work. However, various researches on Piani di Zona have 

revealed a proliferation of experiments with co-creative processes, which have proved difficult 

to manage and discontinuous over time. As a result, institutions have encountered several 

difficulties in structuring shared practices and in achieving governance changes, thus 

remaining anchored to individual projects (Bifulco, 2018). Indeed, the legislator intervened, 

reinforcing the need and opportunity for institutions to use participatory processes through 

the reform of the Third Sector, later reinforced by a ruling of the Italian Constitutional Court.  

It can be argued that co-creation processes have become a value in themselves, creating a 

contradiction whereby on the one hand there is a push for participatory processes, but on the 

other making them long-lasting proves to be difficult without succeeding in creating shared 

and structural practices. Therefore, the aim of the project is to study the social sustainability 

of co-creation processes from the perspective of all stakeholders involved, starting with 

contributions from the green social  work theory. This approach takes into account social work 

and co-creation processes at all levels as inherently sustainable, because they consume 

resources, but at the same time produce and generate new ones. 

The research questions which this project addresses are: 

When can co-creation processes be defined as sustainable?  

How is social sustainability expressed, according to all stakeholders involved in the process? 

What are the conditions for a co-creation process to be sustainable for all stakeholders? 

To answer the research questions, a case study will be carried out on five co-creation 

experiences, set to be concluded by mid-2023. The case studies will be carried out with a 

qualitative approach and with the following research tools: 

Analysis of documents which identify the objectives of the co-creative process and the ways in 

which citizens were involved; 

Interviews to gather the thoughts and opinions of each individual participant; Focus groups to 

bring participants together on some of the themes that emerged during the interviews. 

Finally, the project will attempt to single out the conditions that make a co-creation process 

sustainable, thus offering public institutions insights and considerations to use. 
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Biography, Profession and Anti-Discrimination –  Reconstructing the Development of Anti-

Discriminatory Professional Knowledge in the Field of Political Education and Anti-

Discrimination in Germany  

My dissertation examines the development of anti-discriminatory professional knowledge in 

the work field of political education and anti-discrimination in Germany and ask how 

professional anti-discriminatory knowledge is acquired and developed by educators, social 

pedagogues and social workers from the time of their studies to the transition from study to 

work up to several years of professional practice. The planned study is situated within 

biographically oriented social pedagogical professional research, and it methodologically links 

a reconstructive social research approach with a post-decolonial and intersectional-feminist 

research perspective. This project seeks to conduct 10 narrative individual interviews and 4-6 

group discussions with educators, social pedagogues and social workers. The object of this 

project is to analyze first, the relationship between (professional) biographical experiences and 

the development of professional practices, knowledge and self-image of the interlocutors and, 

second, the significance of anti-discriminatory professional knowledge in social pedagogy and 

the professional field of social work. Finally, this dissertation aims to point out the relationship 

between biography, profession and anti-discrimination, which has hardly been focused on in 

German social pedagogical professional research so far. 
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Supervised contact – what is the problem? How a participatory approach to the child can 

lead the way in practice research within an unknow territory of research and practice 

Supervised contact between parents and children placed in out-of-home care is embedded in 

a highly regulated context involving many actors and conflicting emotions. Furthermore, it is 

an unknown territory in terms of research and methods in practice. A partnership (2021-2022) 

between public and private actors and Aalborg University has conducted a literature review, 

focus groups and individual interviews along with seminars to establish a robust ground for a 

practice research project (Helsinki Statement, 2014). The empirical studies lead to an 

identification of a challenge in terms of ensuring the interaction between the parent's 

competences and functional level, the child's emotional development and needs, and the 

child's everyday life and interests. A lack of interaction between these can affect supervised 

contact negatively – and no research shows how to understand and prevent this. This 

important knowledge was used to design a project for generating new knowledge, methods and 

practice theory. We will analyse and discuss the process of preparing practice research and 

how it resulted in a preliminary model for developing supervised contact focused on 

diminishing conflicts and giving the child a voice and a possibility to developing a narrative 

about the relationship with the biological parents that makes sense. Fulfilling the purpose of 

the placement and ensuring the child’s needs, interests and everyday life through user 

participation became the joint mission (Beresford & Croft, 2001). A major point is that 

knowledge (co)production can create a pathway for entering into an unknow territory of 

research and practice (Gredig & Marsh 2010). 
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“Living between here and there”: Trans-local coping with urban marginality among 

internally displaced persons in Ethiopia  

Internally displaced persons (IDPs) in urban areas experience different forms of marginality 

because of interactions between processes of displacement and socio-spatial exclusion. While 

studies highlight the agentic possibilities of urban margins, little is known about IDPs’ struggle 

beyond urban settings that produce marginality. Drawing on a multi-sited ethnographic study 

of two urban settlements in Ethiopia, this paper unravels how trans-local situatedness helps 

IDPs cope with disadvantages in the city. The findings reveal first, that constellations of 

mobilities across place of displacement, transit and ‘homeland’ are key strategies to diversify 

their livelihood sources. Second, by preserving a sense of belonging through trans-local 

imaginaries and emotional attachment  to trans-local ‘home’, IDPs cope with the process of 

othering in new urban places. Third, social capital and norms of obligations facilitate access to 

material and social remittance circulating among members of kinships and associations across 

geographically distant places. This paper contributes to the emerging literature that questions 

the essentialist notion of place embraced in ‘resettlement’ as a durable solution and argues for 

the agency of IDPs in creating fluid lived spaces to address interrelated disadvantages in urban 

contexts.   
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Language and guardianship: A sociolinguistic ethnography of the multilingual resources 

and strategies used in the guidance trajectory of unaccompanied refugee minors  

"Language and multilingualism play a critical role in asylum and refugee encounters. 

Sociolinguistic and interpreting research on multilingual service provision (Blommaert, 2006; 

Jacobs & Maryns, 2021) has demonstrated that migrants and refugees often do not get the 

language support they are entitled to, resulting in inequal resources to express themselves, and 

the risk of their stories not being heard. While considerable research has been conducted on 

the multilingual challenges and needs of adult migrants and refugees (Blommaert, 2006; 

Hsieh, 2006; Jacobs & Maryns, 2021; Silverman et al., 2016; Tipton, 2008), there has been no 

systematic analysis of the impact of linguistic diversity on the communication with 

unaccompanied refugee minors (UAM). The envisaged research project sets out to fill this gap 

by conducting a sociolinguistic ethnography of the ways in which linguistic diversity and 

multilingualism are interactionally managed in the guidance trajectory of UAM, with a specific 

focus on the interaction between UAM and legal guardians. Drawing on a combination of 

ethnographic observation with semi-structured interviews and focus groups with key 

participants, the project will examine the different multilingual strategies selected by UAM and 

their guardians and the impact these choices have on (a) production and disclosure of personal 

experiences, (b) negotiation of complex procedural knowledge and (c) building of a 

relationship of trust. In addition to contributing to scientific knowledge of the interactional 

management of these encounters, the project also aims to improve the quality of guidance and 

care of UAM. 

 

• Blommaert, J. (2006). How legitimate is my voice? A rejoinder. Target, 18(1), 163–76.  

• Hsieh, E. (2006). Understanding Medical Interpreters: Reconceptualizing Bilingual 

Health Communication. Health Communication, 20(2),  177-186.  

• Inghilleri, M. (2012). Interpreting Justice: Ethics, Politics and Language. London: 

Routledge.  

• Jacobs,  M. & Maryns, K. (2021). Managing narratives, managing identities: Language 

and credibility in legal consultations with asylum seekers. Language in Society, 1-28.  

• Maryns, K. (2006). The asylum speaker: Language in the Belgian asylum  procedure. 

London:  Routledge.  

• Silverman, J., Kurtz, S., & Draper, J. (2016). Skills for Communicating with Patients 

(3rd Edition). CRC Press.  

• Tipton, R. (2008). Reflexivity and the social construction of identity in interpreter-

mediated asylum  interviews. The Translator, 14(1), 1-19. 
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Study of Ecosocial work as a transdisciplinary challenge in IRAN  

There is a broad consensus that we are facing a growing global water crisis. The leading cause 

of the water crisis is water stress, resulting from population pressures coupled with 

industrialization and urbanization and, more recently, global climate change. (Balali et al., 

2009) The social, political, and economic consequences of the water crisis and water scarcity 

have a broad scope which can cause migration, displacement, unemployment, the spread of 

poverty, and marginalization in cities (Hadi Veisi, 2017). The water issue is closely linked to 

the social justice issue. Water insecurity can further disadvantage the poor and vulnerable 

groups; safe and clean water is essential for everybody's survival, and the social work code of 

ethics commits itself to ecological issues (Pawar, 2013).Iran is one of the most vulnerable 

countries regarding water resources, and most of its parts suffer from water shortages. In these 

areas, the aquifers are the only water source for the economic and social demands, which have 

been dramatically affected by extensive water in recent years. (Banihabib. M et al.2020) The 

inhabitants of the dry, mountainous regions of Iran perfected a system for conducting 

snowmelt through underground channels, the so-called Qanat, which began in the mountains 

and carried water downwards to the plains by gravity to farms, country gardens, and towns. 

(Balali et al., 2009) This method is a traditional water management structure for developing 

and supplying groundwater. (Megdiche-Kharrat et al., 2019).The factors that show the 

importance of qanat in social sustainability are participation and cooperation. These types of 

partnerships are considered bottom-up, but the management is top-down. Participation occurs 

in the network of social relations of the qanat, which is a generator of social capital. People 

cooperate in issues related to the qanat in various fields; for example, financial aid for the 

repair and maintenance of the qanat. This participation in the network of social relations leads 

to social capital formation. The social capital generated by the qanat plays an essential role in 

improving the quality of life of people, increasing the standard of living, and creating a 

sustainable development environment (Fadakar Davarani, 2017). Ecosocial work scholars and 

community-based practitioners have documented local environmental initiatives' power for 

engaging residents across difference, building social capital, indigenous leadership, and 

momentum for social change, and stimulating the bottom-up community development 

processes. The evidence from Guelph's social networks of water activism strongly suggests that 

community-based social workers and other community organizers should pay attention to 

local environmental issues and initiatives (Case, 2017). 

The aim of my research is to study the challenges of ecosocial activities in Iran responding to 

traditional water management (Qanat), a local initiative. 
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Innovative Eco-social Approaches to Social Intervention in the Development of Local 

Environmental Practices  

Social work as a practice is traditionally rooted in addressing social and economic inequities, 

often with little or no incorporation of the environmental justice issues (Boetto, 2019).  Current 

social work literature reflects the emergence of discourse around environmental, economic, 

and social justice concerns with clear critiques of the current modernist systems that inform 

social interventions.  The eco-social approach’s main aim is to cultivate a society through an 

anti-anthropocentric lens in which the natural environment is seen as a part of the human 

environment – and implores local development strategies to incorporate such a paradigm 

(Ramsay & Boddy, 2017; Boetto, 2019; Gray & Coates, 2012; Des Marais, Bexell, & Bhadra, 

2016).  The eco-social approach to social work incorporates an alternative to positivist and 

modernist approaches to social work intervention and incorporates key objectives of providing 

knowledge to implement practice approaches at the micro, messo, and macro levels that 

include holism, sustainability, empowerment, equity, and diverse cultural and indigenous 

knowledge systems (Boetto, H., 2017).  In its goal to challenge the mainstream paradigm of 

social work, the eco-social framework shares much in common with the critical, structural, 

radical multi and trans-disciplinary teams which opens the project to infer that social 

intervention case studies from experts should not be limited to social work to have important 

implications to shape the field of practice.  Initial concepts of eco-social work stem from the 

mainstream development of understanding sustainability as a concept and practice, which 

broadly refers to economic, social, and economic strategies that promote environmental and 

human wellbeing as well as framing the impact of neo-liberal systems on key tenants of social 

work practice and social justice (Stamm, 2021).  However, preliminary literature searches 

indicate that there continues to exist a gap in practice knowledge of eco-social approaches 

within social interventions at the local level, which this research project hopes to address. 

The aim of this research project is to contribute to the expansion of the eco-social approach in 

social work by systematizing key concepts; and to normalize environmental justice as part of a 

social work shift to view social justice issues through a social-ecological framework.  The 

primary research question of this project is, “How do social interventions in Slovenia and 

Finland utilize the eco-social approach in practice?”  For this study, an exploratory, multi-

national multiple case study approach will be used to examine the “how” of eco-social practice.  

The multiple case study approach will be used to explore two specific organizational programs 

or projects in each of the two chosen countries (Slovenia, and Finland) to reveal similar or 

contrasting patterns and results to systematize key principles of eco-social implementation 

that can inform future social interventions and specifically social work practice (Noor, 2008).  

Qualitative interviews and document analysis will be used to formulate the case analysis and 

comparison.  Organizations have been chosen based on their eco-social focus and specific areas 

of sustainability being addressed to provide a wider view of strategies for implementing the 

eco-social approach.   
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Exploring the relationship between social work and the UK Government's Prevent Policy  

The UK Government’s Prevent policy is part of the counter-terrorism strategies which came 

into legislation as a result of the terrorist attacks of 9/11 in New York (2001) and the 7/7 

bombings in London (2005). In 2015 The Counter-Terrorism and Security Act placed statutory 

duties on a range of public institutions, including social workers, teachers and doctors, to 

actively promote ‘British Values’ and to report people considered to be at risk of supporting or 

engaging in terrorism. Criticisms of PREVENT are wide ranging and interdisciplinary, and 

research indicates that the duty to report undermines social work values (Finch and 

McKendrick, 2019) and embeds discrimination (Kundnani, 2014). Across Europe political 

realignments towards securitisation have been expressed through an increasingly entangled 

relationship between controlling migration and the demand that the government should ‘keep 

our nation safe’ (Andreas, 2003) from ‘global terrorism’. This nexus is important in exploring 

the Prevent policy and in understanding particular bodies as an ‘existential threat’ (Buzan et 

al., 1998) to the nation. The racialised elements of bordering are central to my research due to 

the disproportionate impact the War on Terror has had on ‘suspicious’ racialised bodies (Sian, 

2017) and specifically in this context Muslim communities (Pantazis and Pemberton, 2009).  

The policy currently predominantly focuses on two types of extremism: Islamist radicalisation 

and extreme right-wing radicalisation – typically white people who are from communities who 

play host to racist ideologies and are from working-class backgrounds. This complicates the 

construction and reification of whiteness through the creation of the racialised ‘other’ (Doane, 

2003). Shilliam (2018) suggests that the ‘white working class’ are weaponised within this in 

order to consolidate and defend nationalistic British imperial order, separating those who 

might be tolerated from those who remain more intractably undeserving and the differential 

impact upon these varying communities and level of intensity in terms of policing and 

monitoring is significant. Within this context, it is important to elucidate the making and 

remaking of racial meanings and hierarchies and the role of social work within this. Through 

interviews with practitioners and service users who have been impacted by the Prevent policy, 

as well as collecting ‘artefacts of refusal’ where Local Authority and Government actors have 

declined to be involved in the research, questions of the differential meanings of safeguarding, 

the role of social work values and consent processes are considered.  

This research uses the philosophical analysis of power as expressed by Michel Foucault, 

Giorgio Agamben and Achille Mbembé to investigate the role of biopolitics and necropolitics 

in organising social spaces and ordering everyday life in the context of the relationship between 

social work and the Prevent policy. Intertwined with this, the research recognises the 

importance of post-colonial theory and has been inspired by the work of El Enany (2020), who 

argues that Britain continues to assert colonial power through the reproduction of colonial 

practices of racial ordering. The combination of these theories offers a conceptual framework 

through which to understand and explore the relationship between social work and the UK 

Government’s Prevent policy. " 
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The psycho-social impact of COVID-19 on refugees and migrants 

Since the beginning of 2020, COVID-19 has been dominating the world, severely disrupting 

the daily lives of everyone around us. While the impact of the pandemic on the general 

population has been extensively documented, little is known about its specific impact onto the 

migrant and refugee groups. 

Worldwide, the estimated population of refugees and migrants accounts for 79.5 million and  

272 million people respectively. It is known that refugees and migrants’ lives are often already 

characterized by numerous stressors, such as discrimination, poor-living conditions, and 

psychological distress. These disadvantages could make them especially vulnerable during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, as health care systems and protective services are often overwhelmed 

and under-capacitated, possibly exacerbating previous difficulties. 

This PhD research therefore aims to highlight the experiences of migrants and refugees during 

this pandemic, with specific focus on the psychosocial well-being. A main driver of this PhD is 

to capture the concerns and experiences of refugees and migrants connected to the COVID-19 

pandemic, to understand these vulnerabilities and to eventually make appropriate 

recommendations for the future.This research pays particular attention to factors that are 

known to possibly impact migrants’ and refugees’ mental health, namely accumulating 

difficulties in their daily living conditions (including their housing situation and residence 

documents), (increased) experiences of discrimination, (decreased) social connectedness, and 

differences in coping strategies. Next to a large-scale, worldwide, quantitative study 

(ApartTogether) that touches on these factors, an in-depth case study will shed a light on the 

experiences of unaccompanied refugee minors and adolescents during the COVID-19 

pandemic. Last, this research will try to consider the experiences of professionals working with 

vulnerable groups during the COVID-19 pandemic, specifically those working with 

undocumented migrants and refugees and those that work in asylum centers.  

 

RQ1: What is the role of daily living conditions in the mental health impact of COVID-19 on 

refugees and migrants?  

RQ2: What is the role of experienced discrimination in the mental health impact of COVID-19 

on refugees and migrants? 

RQ3: What is the role of social connectedness in the mental health impact of COVID-19 on 

refugees and migrants? 

RQ4: What is the role of different coping strategies in the mental health impact of COVID-19 

on refugees and migrants? 

RQ5: What are the lived experiences of unaccompanied refugee minors during their trajectory 

amidst the COVID-19 pandemic? 

RQ6: What are the lived experiences of professionals working with refugees and migrants 

during the COVID-19 pandemic?  
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Between market place and living room: social workers and citizens’ initiatives in action for 

and with status holders 

People fleeing war, for religious reasons or due to climate change is a timeless theme and again 

a very hot topic. After touring asylum seekers' centres, a number of them arrive in a 

neighbourhood as so-called status holders. In a new home, surrounded by new neighbours, 

they face many issues such as work, finances and learning the language, which are part of the 

integration process. In this process they are largely supported by local social workers and 

citizens’ initiatives. 

By means of a comparative case study in the multicultural disadvantaged neighbourhood 

Overvecht and the white middle class municipality Houten in the Netherlands, the role of social 

workers and citizens’ initiatives in the integration process of status holders is examined. For 

this purpose two years of field research were conducted, including sixty interviews with thirty 

status holders from Syria and Eritrea in particular, thirteen active citizens and seventeen social 

workers. Furthermore, four group interviews were conducted and (participatory) observations 

were made during activities, meetings and activities. The results appear to confirm our premise 

that a differently constituted area requires different practices and interactions to promote 

refugee integration. We draw on research by, among others, Gijserts and Dagevos (2007) on 

how the restructuring of neighbourhoods can contribute to a mix that can positively influence 

integration. In addition, we find that the practice of social work by a considerable number of 

citizens has an impact on the nature of social work, i.a. theorized by Spierts (2014), while also 

unlocking values and ideals embedded in these practices such as self-reliance. 

Based on a preliminary analysis of the results, we state that Overvecht can be seen as a market 

square, full of dynamism, creativity and opportunities to make use of (aid) services, but where 

at the same time both professionals, active citizens and status holders easily lose track. This 

can be related to a myriad of possibilities in terms of activities and fragmented, remote 

services. Whereas Houten can rather be seen as a living room, safe and cosy but at the same 

time suffocating and paralysing. This is mainly due to the active role of the involved church 

community and to accessible, though scarce services. With this metaphor, we firstly want to 

add depth to the policy discussion on the settlement of status holders, by complementing 

existing research on neighbourhood effects with regard to the integration of refugees. 

Secondly, by engaging in the debate on citizen engagement in social work, we gain more insight 

into the effectiveness and consolidation of social work and its relation to citizens as proto-

professionals. 

Key words:  refugee integration / citizens’ initiatives / neighbourhood effects / social work 

(impact) / settlement policy 
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Promoting Inclusive Participation of Women, Girls and LGBTQ Forced Migrants:  

Reflections on Participatory Research Methods  

Global crises such as wars, protracted conflicts, climate change, environmental degradation, 

and the recent pandemic have highlighted society's divisions, intensifying inequality, 

exclusion, and vulnerability. Despite the emphasis placed on addressing these inequalities and 

the protection and promotion of human rights- for all, vulnerable populations, such as refugees 

and internally displaced populations, are often excluded from medium and long-term 

development plans (Denaro & Giuffré, 2021). Another worth noting is that although gender 

equality and climate justice are emphasised in various global movements for sustainability, 

women, girls, and LGBTQI+ with forced migrant backgrounds continue to be 

underrepresented in public forums, events, and webinars tackling eco-social sustainability. 

Considering all these things, providing an opportunity to be heard and represented is essential 

in ensuring that the varying needs, challenges, and views will challenge a stereotypical 

sustainability narrative and promote inclusion. The advantages of bottom-up approaches 

grounded in broad participation, dialogue, partnership building, and transparent 

accountability ensure that social and ecological policies and programs promote inclusion and 

advance the principle of Leaving No One Behind (LNOB) envisioned in the 2030 UN 

Sustainability Agenda.  

The research project recognises the need to increase opportunities or avenues for participation 

in sustainability dialogues for women, girls and the LGBTQ community with forced migration 

backgrounds (refugees, asylum seekers).  This project aims to provide an opportunity for 

women, girls and LGBTQI+ to share their insights on the importance of gender equality and 

climate justice in their lives and hopes that this will open more opportunities to promote equal 

participation and improve the representation and leadership of women, girls, and LGBTQ 

forced migrant youth in dialogues concerning eco-social sustainability. The study utilises a 

peer research method to facilitate active reflection and collaborative partnerships. This 

includes actively involving forced migrant youth as “co-researchers” in the entire research 

process in an attempt to make the research more participatory and in support of the 

commitment to promoting young people's rights to have a voice in decisions and issues that 

affect them, including research, as is required under Article 12 of the United Nations 

Convention on the Rights of the Child. The presentation will discuss the challenges, 

realisations and recommendations on participatory methods with marginalised populations. 

It will also be an opportunity to reflect on social work practice that aims to build on the 

sustainable social foundation for human life and create radical approaches to tackling 

significant societal challenges with a focus on collaborative research methods as steps of 

transition toward a sustainable and inclusive society.  

Denaro, C., & Giuffré, M. (2021). UN Sustainable Development Goals and the “Refugee Gap”: 

Leaving Refugees Behind?. Refugee Survey Quarterly, 41(1), 79-107. 

https://doi.org/10.1093/rsq/hdab01 
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Using Jaeggi’s theory of forms of life to give meaning to communities in a deprived 

neighbourhood in the Netherlands.  

The concept of community often had been described as vague and abstract by scholars 

(Blackshaw, Rapport, 2002; Frazer, 1999). Moreover, it has been debated over and over again, 

and labeled as a multi-contested concept (Crow en Mah, 2012, Gowar, 2014, Blokland, 1997). 

Nevertheless, community is a popular concept among politicians and policy actors. It can be 

located in the slipstream of themes such as collective resilience, informal care, solidarity, and 

social exclusion (Crow and Mah, 2012). Policy actors perceive community as a promising 

strategy to realize policy goals (Trommel, 2018, Wekker, 2017, Crow en Mah, 2012). For 

example, in the Netherlands achieving policy goals, such as more informal care seems to be the 

starting point for community building, especially in neighborhoods and districts with a large 

stock of social housing and a high number of residents with a lower social-economic status 

(Whitepaper BZK,2021; Wekker, 2017). As such, community building strategies are used for 

social engineering purposes (Putten, 2020; Trommel, 2017, Shaw, 2007). 

In contrast to this policy discourse this study uses Jaeggi’s theory of ‘forms of life’ (2014) to 

avoid this normative and engineering trap. According to Jaeggi’s theory (2014) communities 

can be seen as a form of life, an everyday practice, a collective way in which lives are lived, 

realistically and not conforming to norms. Jaeggi’s theory offers us an opportunity to explore 

the intrinsic meaning and experienced reality of communities in a deprived neighborhood in 

the Netherlands. The aim of this study is to explore how citizens in this neighborhood give 

meaning to their communities in relation to their everyday life struggles. This study uses an 

(urban) ethnographic approach  (Brewer, 2000), to explore this meaning making process and 

the everyday life in the communities.  

In my presentation I will discuss how I used this method  to enter the research setting and to 

engage closely in everyday life of the community. And how I use the theory of  ‘forms of life’ of 

Jaeggi to identify relevant communities for my study. 
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In the interest of the child and the city?- A social pedagogical perspective on the Child 

Friendly City 

The growing attention for child friendly cities can be seen as part of the broader concern 

regarding children and young people’s status as (democratic) citizens and their citizenship 

education. However, it can also be seen as a means to increase the livability of the city and to 

address broader urban social issues, making clear that it has as much to do with the interest of 

the city, as it has to do with that of the child. Most research does not grasp the full complexity 

and multiple layers of the concept. As such, two major scientific and theoretical knowledge 

gaps concerning the development of child friendly cities can be distinguished. First, the city is 

often reduced to a background in which education takes place. Focus than is on children’s 

living conditions rather than their societal position. Second, child friendliness is generally seen 

as something neutral, good and value-free, even though it is always based on various notions 

of the ideal child in/and the ideal city. As a result, the current debate on child friendly cities is 

depoliticised, as it is detached from the underlying social and political questions.  

This PhD project tackles these scientific knowledge gaps by taking on a social pedagogical 

perspective to look at the child friendly city and aims to (1) disentangle upon which claims this 

pedagogical project has been based and (2) acquire empirical knowledge on the way child 

friendly cities embrace the different ways in which both children, young people and adults are 

citizens. This leads to the following research question: How do child friendly cities initiate the 

development of a pedagogical framework and which framework results from this? This is 

further worked out in the following partial research questions: (RQ1) How and when is the 

child friendly city constructed and what images of the child and the city are embedded in it? 

(RQ2) How do they take up their role as co-educators in citizenship education of children and 

young people? (RQ3) What it for and how can it contribute to the development of more 

democratic and socially just cities? 

A qualitative research approach will be applied to address the research questions and four 

different studies will be carried out. A pre-study will be centered around livability and the 

concept of free spaces for youth (case studies; photo-voice method and photo-elicited 

interviewing). The second study  aims to portray the historic development and breeding 

ground of the concept of the child friendly city (literature review and document analysis). A 

third study tries to illuminate the hidden curriculum of the child friendly city youth policy (case 

studies; document analysis and qualitative interviews) and the fourth study aims to develop a 

better understanding of child and youth friendliness according to a variety of youth and of the 

way existing municipal policy and subsequent practices in child friendly cities embrace the 

citizenship and lifeworld of a variety of young people in the city (case studies; focus groups, 

qualitative interviews and document analysis). 
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Challenges and opportunities of deinstitutionalization of children from residential care 

institutions in Albania  

Deinstitutionalization as an approach has been principally included in social policy programs 

drawn up in Albania since 2000, focused on child protection. Developments over the years 

have shown that the deinstitutionalization of children from residential care institutions (RCI) 

is a process that faces many difficulties and challenges in its implementation. The Albanian 

government with attention to children without parental care placed in RCI decided to 

strengthen its political commitment by raising this process to the level of centralized inter-

institutional cooperation and in cooperation with UNICEF and Save the Children in Albania, 

in 2018 started the assessment process of children placed in IRC and their biological families. 

The results of the assessment guided the development of the national plan for 

deinstitutionalization. For the first time, the assessment of 232 resident children in 9 public 

RCIs for the period 2019-2020 and their families was carried out. 

Deinstitutionalization as a process of integrated planning of the transformation of institutions 

and the reduction of the number of children in RCI, providing them with alternative care-based 

families, and raising them in a family environment, are facing many difficulties (PKD 2020-

2022). 

The typology of services offered in RCI's does not offer specialized treatment of children's 

problems, the full development of their potential, and their integration, but manages to ensure 

only the fulfillment of basic care needs. The service providers in RCI are limited in number and 

have significant professional deficiencies to cope with and treat the traumas and problems of 

institutionalized children. Children who reach adulthood in institutions (BepVan Sloten, 

2017), face independent living without support and have a high level of vulnerability to being 

victimized, exploited, or remaining in their cycle of poverty and inherited problems. Staying 

for a very long time in the institution is accompanied by serious consequences for intellectual, 

social development, and mental and physical health.  

The number of children who are taken under protection (SSS, 2021) and placed in RCI is higher 

than the number of children who leave for adoptive or biological families. The identified legal 

gaps don’t facilitate the progress of work, there is ambiguity in the understanding of 

deinstitutionalization and resistance of RCI employees to accept the process and 

transformation of residential services with the fear of losing their jobs, the lack of coordination 

between the central and local governments, the lack of foster families makes the residential 

care as the only alternative service for children without parental care. 

To understand and find solutions for the above issues, the doctoral student chooses to develop 

her research work in the study of the difficulties of the current mechanism of preventing the 

separation of the child from the family, the causes of the institutionalization of children 

without parental care in the RCI by analyzed the challenges that slow down the advancement 

of progress and the opportunities for improving the deinstitutionalization of children in 

Albania towards family-based care alternatives. 

Keywords: deinstitutionalization, reunification, residential care, alternative care 
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A study regarding gender specific addressing and societal positioning of female (former) 

“GDR children of Namibia 

The term “GDR children of Namibia” refers to a group of around 430 people which spent up to 

eleven years in the former German Democratic Republic. From 1979 onwards, a violent war of 

independence was fought by the South West African People’s Organization (SWAPO) against 

South Africa’s occupation of Namibia. As part of a special solidarity project between SWAPO 

and the GDR, these children – who had been living in refugee camps in Angola and Zambia 

during the war – were brought to Eastern Germany between 1979 and 1989. There, they were 

to be educated in a safe environment to become an independent Namibia’s future socialist elite. 

However, once the GDR had ceased to exist in 1990, which was the same year as Namibia 

gained its independence, the young people were suddenly flown to Namibia – barely prepared 

and without having finished their education (e.g. Müller et al. 2020). There, they went on 

different paths: some did indeed become part of the Namibian elite, others were challenged 

with great difficulties, which in some cases ended tragically. 

Looking back, growing up in this special context can be described as mostly “protected” and 

shielded from the rest of GDR society. However, the Namibian “GDR children” were raised not 

only by Namibian but also by GDR child care workers. Furthermore, they went on to regular 

GDR schools. This means that they were regularly exposed to socialist ideology, including the 

politically and legally proclaimed equity of men and women. The “GDR children” were thus to 

be raised as a socialist collective in which everybody – regardless of their gender – was to be 

considered equal. 

Did the implementation of this educational concept succeed? Which meaning did the 

heterogeneous category gender have especially for the female children amongst the group 

growing up in the GDR? Do gender specific addressings and societal positionings show in the 

GDR education of female “GDR children of Namibia”? Are there intersectionalities with other 

categories such as race to be found? To what extent did these experiences have long-lasting 

impacts on the women’s life in Namibia? What is their perception of themselves and others as 

women in Namibia today? Which concepts do they have of emancipation and equity? In 

previous research, there is evidence that gender-related issues have had a significant impact 

on the biographies of especially female former GDR-children. However, no scholars have 

further focused on this particular research area yet. 

To find answers, a qualitative reconstructive research design will be used in this study, open to 

explore socially constructed subjective realities (e.g. Schütz 1971, 1974). Three narrative 

biographical interviews of female former “GDR children” are to be analyzed and interpreted 

with sequential analyses and socio-scientific hermeneutics (e.g. Soeffner 1989; 

Soeffner/Hitzler 1994). The goal is to gain new insights on possible gender specific educational 

concepts in the GDR as well as on the “lifeworlds” of especially female members of the group." 


